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ABSTRACT 

MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING OF CLOUD LIQUID WATER AND SURFACE 

EMITTANCE OVER LAND REGIONS 

Microwave remote sensing of cloud liquid water has largely been limited to areas over 

ocean surfaces. This study uses data from a new microwave instrument, the SSM/I on a 

polar-orbiting DMSP satellite, and infrared and visible data from the VISSR instrument 

on the GOES satellite in geostationary orbit. The region selected for the study was an 

area of 500 km X 500 km centered on northeast Colorado during the first week of August 

1987. The SSM/I instrument has new high frequency channels (85.5 GHz) which are more 

strongly attenuated by cloud liquid water than channels on previous instruments. This al

lows for the estimation of integrated cloud liquid water based on the microwave brightness 

temperature depression caused by attenuation and emission of microwave radiation at the 

colder cloud levels. Atmospheric attenuation due to oxygen and water vapor is determined 

using a millimeter-wave propagation model (l\1PM). The Rayleigh approximation is used 

for the calculation of cloud liquid water attenuation. 

S f urface emittance measurements at the SSM/I frequencies were made with the aid 

of co-located GOES infrared data during clear sky conditions. Images produced of the 

retrieved surface emittances suggest a strong influence by wet surfaces caused by precipi

tation and irrigation. Error analysis results indicate absolute errors of 土0.012 for surface 

emittance retrievals for the 85.5 GHz channels. 

Integrated cloud liquid water retrievals show good qualitative agreement with other 

available data sources. Numerical error sensitivity analysis and comparison of integrated 

cloud liquid water retrievals for the vertical and horizontal polarizations show error es

timates of 0.15 kg•m一2 including instrument noise. A bias between the horizontal and 
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vertical polarizations of the 85.5 GHz channels was noticed in the retrieved integrated 

cloud liquid water amounts. The bias appears to be due to a relative instrument error 

between channels of approximately 1.5 K. Absolute error estimates of the integrated cloud 

liquid water retrievals are unavailable but calibration of the method should be possible if 

quantitative integrated cloud liquid water amounts are known. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The retrieval of cloud liquid water using passive microwave radiometry is a useful me

teorological tool. Present satellite liquid water retrieval capabilities are largely limited to 

areas over ocean surfaces, but with the new Special Sensor Microwave/linager (SSM/1) in

strument retrieval of liquid water in non-precipitating clouds over land surfaces is feasible. 

The high frequency SSM/1 channels at 85.5 GHz are more sensitive to cloud liquid water 

than channels on previous instruments. The apparent variability ofland surface effects is 

reduced due to the attenuating effects of the clouds, and by using co-located infrared data 

the surface emittance can be estimated for clear sky conditions before clouds appear. 

This chapter provides an overview of cloud liquid water in the atmosphere and a 

brief discussion of the influence of cloud liquid water on general weather conditions. A 

short historical background on previous microwave remote sensing of cloud liquid water is 

also provided. A section at the end of this chapter swnrnarizes the goals of this study in 

relation to previous work. 

1.1 CLOUD LIQUID WATER 

. 

Particular cloud types have characteristic droplet size distributions which have a range 

of possible variations. Fair-weather cumulus clouds have a mean droplet radius ranging 

from 2 to 7 µm, and cumulonimbus have particle sizes from 1 to 100 µm. At 100 µm 

the distinction between cloud particles and suspended rain becomes less clear. Typical 

cloud liquid water contents range from 0.1 to 1.0 g•m丸 Higher liquid water contents up 

to 10 g·m一3 have been reported for cumulus type clouds with large vertical development 

(Valley, 1965). Vertical development of typical stratus and fair-weather clouds is about 

0.5 to 2.0 km, while cumulus clouds with large vertical development can reach heights 
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Table 1.1 

Table 1.1: Typical cloud characteristics (adapted from Rodgers, 1979; and Slobin, 1982). 

Droplet number Mean droplet Liquid water 
Cloud type density radius content• 

(cm丐 (µm) (g·m丐
(from Rodgers, 1979) 
Hawaiian Orographic 10 20 0.50 
Maritime C血1ulus 50 15 0.50 
Continental Cumulus 200 5 0.3-3.0 
(from Slobin, 1982) 
Fair-weather cumulus 300 5 0.15 
Stratocuniulus 350 5 0.16 
Stratus I 464 5 0.27 
Altostratus 450 6 0.46 
Stratus II 260 7 0.49 
CUIIlulus congestus 207 9 0.67 
Cumulonimbus 72 15 0.98 
Nimbostratus 330 9 0.99 
• These figures are quite variable, depending upon the extent of cloud development. 

of 7 to 10 km. A brief sUIIlIIlary of selected cloud types and their relevant characteristic 

parameters from Carrier et al. (1967) and Fletcher (1963) (adapted from Rodgers, 1979; 

and Slobin, 1982) are listed in Table 1.1. Additional cloud models of droplet distribution 

which can be related to cloud liquid water content are available from Fraser et al., (1975) . 

The droplet distributions are analytically represented using a modified garruna distribution 

approximation (Deirmendjian, 1969). Further discussion of model droplet distributions is 

not warranted si11ce in Chapter 2 it will be shown that in the Rayleigh limit microwave 

attenuation is independent of the droplet size distribution. 

The vertical distribution of cloud water content can vary considerably over a short 

distance, but typically increases with height above the cloud base, reaches a maximum in 

the upper half of the cloud and then decreases toward the cloud top, as shown in Figure 1.1 

(Warner, 1955). The higher amounts of cloud liquid water are more closely correlated to 

the locations of largest drop sizes rather than largest droplet concentrations in a cloud 

(Pruppacher and Klett , 1980). 
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1.1.1 The Amount of Cloud Liquid Water Relative to Water Vapor in the 
Atmosphere 

In an atmospheric colunm, the integrated cloud liquid water can be approximately 

a third of the colUillil's total water. A simple calculation can be made to show this 

point . The water vapor density of the 1962 Standard Atmosphere (Valley, 1965) can be 

represented by, 

p.,(z) = p。e-z/Hg·m十

where H = 2 km, p0 = 7.72 g·m-3. The total integrated water vapor is then, 

IWV = 100 P。e-z/Hdz = p。H = 15.44 kg•m丸
。

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

For a cloud with a height of 5 km and a typical cumulus cloud liquid water content 

of 1.0 g•m一3 from Table 1.1, the total integrated cloud liquid water ii1 the atmospheric 

colwnn would _be 5 kg•m-2 which is only a third of the colunm's integrated water vapor 

content. 

1.1.2 Large Scale Variability of Liquid Water and Water Vapor 

The variability of the atmosphere's total water is heavily influenced by the cloud 

liquid water content. A study of global water vapor and liquid water amounts over the 

earth's oceans by Prabhakara et al. (1983) confirmed that water vapor is the primary 

component in the atmosphere, but that liquid water, which has a much smaller spatial 

scale, contributes the most to the variability of the total water content in the atmosphere. 

By using the low frequency channels (6.6 GHz, and 10. 7 GHz) on the Nimbus 7 Scanning 

Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), the liquid water amounts retrieved also 

include precipitation-sized droplets since the Rayleigh approximation is valid for rain 

drops having a mode radius of 400 µm. or smaller at tho惡 frequencies (Tsang et al., 

1977). A statistical examination of the SMMR vertical polarization data from the period 

25 October - 25 November 1978 by latitudinal mean and standard deviation over the 

oceans produced the results shown in Figure 1.2. The mean brightness temperature, 兀，

for several latitudes in Figure 1.2 indicate that more moist conditions due to water vapor 
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existed at the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) at 7° N. Liquid water due to clouds 

and precipitation does not seem to influence 兀 with latitude as much as the water vapor 

in the atmosphere. The standard deviation has largest values at 42° N which lies in 

the active baroclinic zone of the midlatitudes. A displacement of the standard deviation 

maximum with instrument frequency at 7° N is from a saturation effect produced when 

liquid water in the atmosphere exceeds approximately 0.4 kg•m-2 (Prabhakara et al., 

1982). The high variability at 42° N is due to the smaller spatial and temporal scales of 

liquid water associated with the baroclinic activity. 

Practical climatological use of the SMMR data was made by Prabhakara et al. (1986) 

who derived maps of global liquid water content over ocean surfaces for the winter and 

surrrmer seasons (see Figure 1.3) and related the derived liquid water content to the global 

precipitation distribution based on the Marshall-Palmer (1948) equation which relates 

droplet size to rainfall intensity. Monthly mean precipitation amounts were derived for a 

five year period (1979-83) which included an El Nino event. The retrieved liquid water 

showed an area in the equatorial western Pacific Ocean where a strong reversal of the 

mean pattern was associated with the El Nino. Anomalies due to the El Nino were also 

noticed in the SMMR derived water vapor fields over the sarne time period (Prabhakara, 

1985). 

1.1.3 Synoptic Scale Liquid Water Variability 

The structure and evolution of liquid water fields were shown to be highly variable 

in a wintertime case study by Rauber and Grant (1986), and Rauber et al. (1986) over 

the northern Colorado Rocky Mountains. Several relationships of liquid water to several 

meteorological parameters for prefrontal cloud systems were noticed. Those relationships 

were: precipitation and liquid water content were inversely related; the highest liquid 

water values occurred when the cloud tops were warm and precipitation rates were low; 

and the clouds over the mountain slopes had consistently higher liquid water contents. 

The observations used in Rauber and Grant (1986) and Rauber et al. (1986) were made 

with a combination of aircraft and ground-based microwave radiometers. 
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1.2 MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING BACKGROUND 

Satellite-based remote sensing has had a short history in comparison to many other 

areas of atmospheric science. The use of earth-orbiting microwave radiometers for remote 

sensing began in 1968 with Cosmos 243 which was launched by the USSR and began 

a series of space-based microwave sensors (Njoku, 1982). The ability of the early low 

frequency (< 40 GHz) microwave sensors to "see through" clouds was a significant result 

with many applications to remote sensing techniques which were unable to function in a 

cloudy environment. Since the earlier generations of satellite microwave sensors, a wider 

「ange of frequency bands have been explored with many new opportunities resulting for 

remote sensing applications. Geophysical parameters which can be remotely sensed from 

space are liquid water, water vapor, temperature, sea surface winds , sea ice, and soil 

moisture 血ong many others . 

Meeks and Lilley (1963) were first to suggest the possibility of remotely sensing the 

atmosphere using the microwave spectnnn of oxygen. A technique was soon developed 

by Westwater (1965) for determining the temperature profile of the atmosphere by in

verting the microwave brightness temperatures. Determination of integrated precipitable 

water vapor and integrated liquid water of non-precipitating clouds using ground-based 

radiometers c血elater with work by Gorelik et al. {1973), Westwater {1978), and others. 

Ground-based microwave radiometer measurements have been used to interpret the phys

ical processes in wintertime cloud systems (Heggli, 1985; Rauber et al. , 1986) and have 

shown the need for estimates of liquid water in developing systems for a deeper under

standing of the meteorological processes which interact with the liquid water. The next 

major advance was in satellite-based remote sensing in which Grody (1976), St aelin et al. 

(1976), and Wilheit et al. (1977) 血ong others developed methods to ret rieve water vapor 

and liquid water over ocean surfaces using theoretical-empirical approaches . 

1.3 CLOUD LIQUID WATER RETRIEVAL METHODS 

Several established methods have been used to sense cloud liquid water in the atmo

sphere using passive microwave remote sensing techniques. The methods can be separated 
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into ground-based and satellite-based methods. The ground-based systems have the ad

vantage of not having to view a variable surface background which complicates the retrieval 

p~ocess, while satellite-based systems are capable of measuring the horizontal distribution 

of cloud liquid water over a large area. The satellite-based methods are further subdivided 

into retrievals over land and ocean surfaces due to the distinct radiometric differences of 

the surface layers. The ocean surfaces are radiatively cold in the microwave regions due 

to water's low surface emittance. When cloud liquid water is detected in the atmosphere 

the microwave instrument senses higher brightness temperatures for thin clouds due to 

the absorption and emission of microwave radiation by liquid water at a higher emittance, 

thus clouds appear warm over the ocean, but as the amount of cloud liquid water in

creases the microwaves originate primarily from the higher levels of the cloud and the 

brightness temperature decreases as shown by Tsang et al,. (1977) in Figure 1.4. Over 

land surfaces, the surface emittance is relatively high which decreases the sensitivity of 

the instrument to cloud liquid water since the cloud emits radiation at nearly the same 

brightness temperature as the surface. 

1.3.1 Ground-based Cloud Liquid Water Retrieval 

Ground-based measurements of integrated water vapor and cloud liquid water are 

made with multichannel microwave radiometers which determine the brightness tempera

tures emitted by water vapor and cloud liquid water in the atmosphere. The radiometer 

typically has a lower frequency near the water vapor absorption line at 22.235 GHz and 

a higher frequency in the 30-40 GHz window region for determination of cloud liquid wa

ter. Path-integrated amounts of water vapor and cloud liquid water are calculated from 

the radiometer measurements of brightness temperature using statistical retrieval meth

ods which reduce the brightness temperature variations to a linear function of integrated 

water vapor and cloud liquid water (Hogg et al., 1983). 

Field evaluations have been made of current ground-based microwave radiometers by 

several authors (Westwater, 19两 Heggli et al., 1987). Water vapor retrievals showed 

root-mean-square (rms) errors of 0.7 kg·m - 2, but another study (Hogg et al., 1983) had 
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rms differences of 1. 7 kg•m一2 and 2.6 kg•m一 2 for two separate case studies which was 

attributed to variability in the radiosonde measurements. These errors are similar to 

results reported by Guiraud et al. (1979), Elgered et al. (1982) and Gaikovich et al. 

(1983). 

Liquid water retrieval accuracy is much more difficult to determine since radiosondes 

do not record such information. Comparisons have been made by Snider et al. (1980a, 

1980b) which used the 28 GHz signal from the COMSTAR-3 satellite to measure the 

cloud optical depth directly and was compared to the ground-based radiometer brightness 

temperature fluctuations which are used to derive the liquid water content. Comparisons 

of data from the satellite attenuation measurements and the dual-channel ground-based 

radiometer were quite good but allowed no quantitative estimate of liquid water retrieval 

accuracy. Aircraft are generally used for crude comparisons but due to spatial and tem~ 

poral 萃mpling difficulties the comparison of radiometer derived data wi th aircraft data is 

not an easy process (Heggli and Reynolds, 1985). 

1.3.2 Satellite-based Cloud Liquid Water Retrieval 

An infrared method to retrieve ice and liquid water content using Nimbus 6 High

resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS) data has been developed by Feddes and Liou (1978) 

which is based on a nUIIlber of theoretical radiance calculations which are then paraxne

terized so that an empirical method to determine cloud type and ice and water content is 

possible. Disadvantages of this technique are the opacity of water clouds in the infrared 

spectrum, and the sensitivity to cloud temperature, however, the spatial resolution of the 

infrared data is generally much higher than the microwave data and surface conditions 

are less important. 

The microwave cloud liquid water retrieval methods are sensitive to the surface con

d.itions of the earth. Assuming a relatively transparent atmosphere at microwave wave

lengths such that the atmosphere can be assUIIled to be isothermal allows the estimat ion 

of the apparent microwave brightness temperature given by (Grody, 1976), 

咋 ＝ 兀 ［1 - (1 - 叫丑］， (1.3) 
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where T. is the surface skin temperature, €., is the surface emittance and r., is the at

mospheric transmittance for frequency 11. A similar form of Equation 1.3 was derived by 

Chang and Wilheit (1979). Chapter 2 contains a more complete discussion of microwave 

radiative transfer. The sensitivity of TB from Equation 1.3 is, 

紅B

8Tu 
—=－江出－叫Ty, (1.4) 

which is proportional to (1- Ev). This means that for high emittance values close to unity 

(such as land surface values) that the microwave radiometer is insensitive to cloud liquid 

water content variations. Remote sensing of cloud liquid water over ocean surfaces is more 

fe函ble because water has a surface emittance of about 0.5. Early attempts to provide 

estimates of integrated water vapor and cloud liquid water from satellite measurements 

were made by Soviet scientists using data from the Cosmos 243 and Cosmos 384 (Gur~ 

vich et al., 1970). More complete data sets from the Nimbus E Microwave Spectrometer 

(NEMS) and the Electronically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESNffi) on Nimbus 5 

(launched in 1972) were used to retrieve integrated water vapor arid cloud liquid water 

over ocean surfaces (Grody, 1976; Staelin et al., 1976; Chang and WiU1eit, 1979). The 

Scanning Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) on Nimbus 6 (launched in 1975) was able to 

provide spatial coverage due to its scanning capabilities. Integrated water vapor retrievals 

over ocean surfaces by Grody et al. (1980) showed rms differences of 5.0 kg•m-2 which also 

includes errors due to the radiosonde instruments. Nimbus 7 (launched in 1978) carries 

the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) (SMMR was also onboard 

Sea.sat (1978) which becaxne inactive after approximately 100 days) which is a conical 

scanning instrument with a fixed satellite zenith angle of 50° and has more channels than 

previous instruments. Retrieval accuracies of cloud liquid water and water vapor using 

S~™R data over ocean surfaces is approximately 0.045 kg•m -2 and 1.5 kg•m-2 respec

tively, based on simulated data (Wilheit and Chang, 1980) . In the study by Prabhakara 

et al. {1983) mentioned in section 1.1.2 they conservatively estimated the liquid water 

retrieval accuracy to be approximately 0.1 kg•m-2 . 

A empirical-theoretical method to determine liquid water content and water vapor 

血ount over land surfaces using the Nimbus 6 SCAMS data is described by Liou and Duff 
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Table 1.2 

Table 1.2: Prescribed surface emittance values used in Liou and Duff (1979). 

氏equency

(GHz) 

22.235 

31.4 

Surface emittance 
dry wet 

0.95 0.93 

0.96 0.94 

(1979). A relatively simple approximation for the brightness temperature was used based 

on Grady {1976) which assllilles that tl1e dear column transmittance is near unity, 

TB..'.'.:: £..,T. + 2(1- £..,)T.(Q / Qo + TV/Wo), (1.5) 

where Q。 and W。 are constants, f.v is the surface emittance, T. is the surface temperature, 

and Q and W are the total liquid water and water vapor arnowit. In their work the surface 

emittance was set at a predetermined value. Table 1.2 lists the surface emittances used 

for the dry and wet conditions for the SCAMS frequencies. Solving Equation 1.5 for Q 

and W yields, 

Q = qo + q1 TB.,1 + q2TB~ 

W = Wo + w1TBv1 + w2TB"'l 

(1.6) 

(1. 7) 

whereT积 and TBv'.l are brightness temperatures at 22.235 GHz and 31.4 GHz, and qi and 

叭 (i = O, 1, 2) are coefficients which are determined empirically. Grady (1976) and Staelin 

et al. (1976) used the same method to determine water content over ocean surfaces using 

Nimbus 5 NEMS data. The statistical best fit is found for the coefficients for a number of 

simulated atmospheres and retrieval errors can be estimated from this fit (see Table 1.3). 

This method was compared to Feddes and Liou's (1979).i.nfrared method and showed 

s画lar liquid water trends but the infrared method had consistently lower values of cloud 

liquid water. It was suggested that this was due to the microwave radiometer sensing the 

lower level cloud liquid water more effectively. 
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Table 1.3 

Table 1.3: Estimated retrieval errors from Liou and Duff (1979). 

dry wet 
water vapor 
(kg-m丐 8.7 9.7 

liquid water 
(kg•m丐 0.18 0.22 

Another method by Yeh and Liou (1983) uses a combination of infrared and microwave 

channels to retrieve parameters such as cloud thickness, cloud top, cloud liquid water 

content, and surface emittance for a two layer cloud model using the Nimbus 6 HIRS 

and SCAMS instruments. A set of parameterized equations are developed based on a two 

layer cloud model which are then reduced to a set of polynomial equations using a group of 

model atmospheres for a statistical multiple regression analysis. ~rror sensitivity analysis 

ov~r land with a surface emittance of 0.96, a cloud with an assumed liquid water content 

of 0.7 kg•m一 2, and no instrument noise imposed retrieved a mean surface emittance of 

0.97 土 0.0043 and a cloud liquid water content of 0. 76 士 0.048 kg•m丸 Over estimation of 

the surface emittance directly affects the calculation of cloud liquid water. It was noticed 

that if the assumed surface emittance of 0.96 was used that the cloud liquid water content 

became 0.69 土 0.035 kg•m一2 which is a much better value, but in doing so numerical 

stability was compromised for cases in which random noise was added. Cloud liquid water 

content results with random noise ranged from 0.76 to 1.0 kg•m-..:. 一 2

1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

In the previous section it was noted that cloud liquid water retrieval over land is made 

more difficult due to the higher emittance of the land surface. In this study cloud liquid 

water will be retrieved over land from a space-borne instnnnent with careful analysis of the 

land surface emittance using co-located infrared data and the new 85.5 GHz channels of the 

SSM/I instnnnent. The retrieval method of Yeh and Liou (1983) showed how important an 

accurate estimate of the surface emittance is for cloud liquid water retrieval. By directly 
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measuring the surface emittance in clear sky conditions before the clouds appear, the 

surface emittance variability problem in cloud liquid water retrieval should be minimized. 

An important aspect of the SSM/I instrument is that the 85.5 GHz channels are more 

sensitive to cloud liquid water than previously used microwave channels and surface effects 

become less important as the cloud liquid water increases and the atmospheric attenuation 

obscures the ground from view of the satellite-based sensor. The spatial resolution is also 

much better at the higher frequencies than previous microwave sensors. This allows for 

improved estimates of the horizontal variability of cloud liquid water. 



Chapter 2 

FUNDAMENTALS OF MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING 

The microwave region has many interesting and useful electromagnetic properties 

which are used for remote sensing. This chapter is a review of the basic fund血entals of 

passive microwave remote sensing. Section 2.1 introduces the radiative transfer equation 

and the various simplifying approximations used in the microwave region. The ability 

to use the Rayleigh approximation for non-precipitating clouds is of considerable impor~ 

tance ~o this work and is discussed in section 2.1.3. Properties of the a tmosphere in the 

microwave region such as scattering and absorption are presented in section 2.2, and the 

final section, section 2.3, reviews microwave surface propert ies and how they influence 

microwave remote sensing. 

2.1 MICROWAVE RADIATIVE TRANSFER THEORY 

2.1.1 The Radiative Transfer Equation 

The propagation of electromagnetic radiation through an atmosphere can be repre

sented by the radiative transfer equation written in general form 1 (Chandrasekhar, 1960): 

dL,.,(r, n.) 
心

＝叩[J(r, n. ) - L,.,(r, n.)], (2.1 ) 

where Lv(r, 0,,) , is the spectral radiance at a frequency 11 , and at a given locat ion r in the 

direction n,, , u., is the atmospheric extinction coefficient, and J(r心） is the total effective 

1Symbols and units in this paper conform to recommended usage by the International Association of 
Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics (IAMAP) Radiation Commission (1978). 
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source function at r in the direction n.. The extinction coefficient, ue, is defined as the 

SUill of the absorption coefficient, u0, and the scattering coefficient, u., 

, e = q` 十，＂ (2.2) 

with units ofkm- 1. Qualitatively, Equation 2.1 says that the rate of change of the radiance 

passing through the atmosphere at r in the direction n. is composed of two te尹， a

source term due to thermal emission and scattering of radiation into the direction 几，

and an extinction term due to absorption and scattering of the radiation incident on the 

atmospheric volume. 

The radiance measured by an earth-viewing satellite is found by integrating the radia

tive transfer equation over the total depth of the atmosphere. The solution of Equation 2.1 

is facilitated by introducing the optical thickness, 

6(s四）＝「亞，
•1 

(2.3) 

which is the integrated optical depth along a path s betw蛭n two points s1 and s2. After 

multiplying Equation 2.1 by e6(0,•'), where s = 0 is the surface boundary, and integrating, 

the formal solution of the radiative transfer equation along a paths is (Ulaby et al., 1981): 

. L山）＝ Lv(O)e-6(0,•) +」正）J(s')e－研',.)ds'·
。

(2.4) 

The total effective source function including absorption and scattering effects is, 

w r4,r 
J(r心）＝ （1-螞[T(r)] + ~」 ~(r,n西）L,.,（亞）d氐 (2.5)

41r Jo 

where 瓦(T) is the Planck function for a temperature T, and w is the single scatter albedo 

and is defined as, 

-'· w=-. ,o + m 
(2.6) 

The magnitude of w determines whether absorption or scattering processes are dominant. 

~(r，氐吣 is the scattering phase function which gives the probability at position r that 

energy incident from the direction ni is scattered into the direction 店
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2.1.2 Thermal Emission 

In an atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium Kirchoff's law says that the 

thermal emission must be equal to absorption, hence the source te血 due to the volume's 

thermal emission can be expressed as 咋瓦(T), where Bv(T) is the Planck function. The 

Planck function, 
2hv3 

氐(T) =— (ehv/kT _ l)主
c2 (2.7) 

where h = 6.63 X 10一34 J-s is Planck's constant, c = 3.0 x 108 m·s一1 the speed of light, 

k = 1.38 x 10一23 J-K一 1 Boltzmann's constant, and T thermodynamic temperature, rep

resents the spectral radiance an ideal blackbody would have as a 和nction of frequency 

and temperature. A useful radiometric quantity associated with the Planck function is 

the equivalent brightness temperature, 

hv L I 2hv3 一 1
TB :B一1 也） ＝十(1 十二］ , {2.8) 

which is defined as the temperature an ideal blackbody wo~d have if it were emitting at 

a radiance Lv, A common practice at this point in microwave regions is to approximate 

the Planck function using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, 

瓦(T) = 2v2kT 
c2' 

(2.9) 

which is valid for hv / kT « l. However, for the SSM/1 instrument to be used in this 

study the highest frequency is 85.5 GHz, and the approximation errors, 6..TB, for a range 

of temperatures in Table 2.1 show unacceptable errors which are larger than the instrum.ent 

accuracy of 1.5 K, therefore the full Planck function is used in preference over the Rayleigh

Jeans approximation. 

2.1.3 The Rayleigh Approximation 

Electromagnetic interaction with individual spherical particles is characterized by 

two quantities, a cross-section and an efficiency factor (Liou, 1980). The absorption cross

section, A,這s defined as the ratio of the power absorbed by the particle, P0, to the incident 

flux density, Si, 
P 

A。=二
Si' 

(2.10) 
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Table 2.1 

Table 2.1: Rayleigh-Jeans approximation errors. 

(v = 85.5 GHz) 
T 

TB"`` TB矗元o• . LlTB error 
(K) (K) (K) (K) (%) 

100 100 102.040 2.040 2.040 

200 200 202.047 2.047 1.023 

300 300 302.049 2.049 0.683 

and has units of m2. The absorption efficiency factor, Q。,is the ratio of the absorption 

cross-section to the physical cross-section of the part這e,

Q。＝生
1rr 2' 

(2.11) 

where r is the radius of the particle. The scattering cross-section and efficiency factor are 

defined siinilarly, 

· 
.2 

, 
g-StA_t 

== 
氬
·

AQ 
(2.12) 

(2.13) 

From the law of conservation of energy, the extinction cross-section must be the sum of 

the absorption and scattering cross-sections, 

A =A。 +A., (2.14) 

and therefore, 

Q,, =Q。 +Q.. (2.15) 

Scattering and absorption of electromagnetic waves by a dielectric spherical particle 

is solved by what is known as Mie theory (Mie, 1908) and is based on a size parameter, 

2訐
x = --入b' (2.16) 
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where r is the particle radius and.Xb is the wavelength of the incident radiation in the 

background mediU1U; and n, the ratio of the complex indices of refraction of the particle 

and the background medium, 

n 
n= 一·

nb 
(2.17) 

The scattering efficiency, Q •, and extinction efficiency, Q。 from Mie theory can be ex

pressed as a series of terms of which the most significant terms are retained for the Rayleigh 

approximation (lnlx « 1) (van de Hulst, 1957), 

and 

where, 

and since Q., = Q。+ Q" 

8 
Q.= －灼Kl2 十．．．，

3 

8 
Qe = 4xlm{-K} + ;x4 IKl2 +…, 

3 

n2 - 1 
K= 

n2 + 1' 

Q。 =4xlm{-K}.

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

For particles in the Rayleigh limit (x « 1), (unless Im{ -K} « IK l2, such as a very 

weakly absorbing material), the absorption process is dominant since Q。 varies as x and 

Q. varies as 汜， and scattering processes may be neglected. The accuracy of the Rayleigh 

approximation depends on the validity of the relation lnlx « 1, and as shown by Gunn 

and East (1954) in Figure 2.1, the Rayleigh approximation is best for the 3 nun wavelength 

(100 GHz) curve due to the frequency dependence of water's index of refraction. The size 

parameter is generally considered to be small enough if 

|n|x < 0.5 (2.22) 

which reduces to x < 0.13 at 100 GHz where water's complex index of refraction at 18° C 

is nu, = 3.41 - jl.94 (Ulaby et al., 1981). The complex index of refraction for water 

has a temperature dependence which decreases the index of refraction with decreasing 

tem.perature by approximately 2% per degree Celsius (Ray, 1972), this in turn extends 
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Table 2.2 

Table 2.2: Characteristic Size Param.eters (x) for the SSM/I instrument. 

Frequency wavelength droplet radius (µm) 
(GHz) (mm) 1 10 20 50 100 

19.35 15.50 0.0004 0.0041 0.0081 0.0203 0.0405 

22.235 13.49 0.0005 0.0047 0.0093 0.0233 0.0466 

37.0 8.11 0.0008 0.0077 0.0155 0.0387 0.0775 

85.5 3.51 0.0017 0.0179 0.0358 0.0895 0.1791 

the range of x at colder temperatures for which the Rayleigh approximation is valid. At 

0° C water's complex index of refraction at 85.5 GHz is 匹 ＝ 2 .89 寸1. 48 (Warren, 1984) 

which when substituted into Equation 2.22 results in x < 0.15. Applying this criterion 

to the SSM/1 frequencies in Table 2.2, which lists the corresponding size paraineters for a 

「ange of particle sizes, shows that the 85.5 GHz channel has the most severe droplet size 

limitation for which the 區yleigh approximation is still valid. For 85.5 GHz, the limit on 

x can be written in terms of droplet size, r < 84µrn, which encompasses nearly all droplet 

sizes in non-precipitating clouds (see Table 1.1). 

Ice particles in the microwave region have a refractive index, n,, that is smaller than 

that of water, 71w. The real part of the refractive index of ice is 

n ~ :::: ~ = 1.78, (2.23) 

where'denotes the real part and 卟 is the real part of the dielectric constant of ice and 

is relatively independent of frequency (Warren, 1984; Ulaby et al., 1986) although lower 

values (ni ::: 1.73) have been reported by Perry and Straiton (1973) and Vant et al. {1974). 

The imaginary part of 庄 (denoted by nn is much smaller than ni 因／可< 10丐， so that 

|m | = 1.78, (2.24) 

and substituting Equation 2.24 into 2.22 defines the Rayleigh limit for ice, 

X < 0.28. (2.25) 
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Figure 2.1: Ratio of Mie theory attenuation to that given by the Rayleigh approxiII1ation 
(from Gunn and East, 1954). 
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which yields a maximum effective ice droplet radius of 156 µm (at 85.5 GHz) for which 

the Rayleigh approximation is valid. For long cylindrical crystals, the effective spherical 

radius is approximately (A矗Jc困）1/2 where AaJc is the s画ace area of the crystal, which 

is about a quarter of the actual crystal length (Stephens, 1980). Therefore the Rayleigh 

approximation can be considered valid for thin cylinders of length less than 624 µm. 

Scattering due to ice is not necessarily negligible since ice is a weak absorber (ni'f n~ < 

10一2). Solving for the single scatter albedo, w, in the Rayleigh limit, using Equations 2.6, 

2.11, 2.13 , 2.18, and 2.21 yields, 

- 2灼K| 2
w= 

3lm{-K} + 2迂K | 2'
(2.26) 

where w is a function of v, r, and n. Using values listed in Table 2.3 from Ray (1972) 

and Warren (1984) for the index of refraction for water and ice in Equation 2.26 yields a 
maximum single scattering albedo of 0.3084 for the 100 µm 85.5 GHz case for ice listed in 

Table 2.3. Such a high value s臨ms to invalidate the non-scattering assUinption to be made 

using the Rayleigh approximation , however, ice in the Rayleigh limit has an absorption 

coefficient two orders of magnitude smaller than liquid water (Benoit, 1968) therefore 

the scattering effects of ice, while sizeable to the ice absorption, is negligible compared to 

absorption by liquid water. Thus the Rayleigh limit approximation of negligible scattering 

in comparison to absorption is valid for clouds which are partially composed of ice and 

liquid water. Another result of the small absorption by ice compared to cloud liquid 

water is that microwaves can penetrate high ice clouds such as cirrus with relatively little 

attenuation. 

By making use of the Rayleigh approximation, the integrated radiat ive transfer equa

tion, Equation 2.4, may be simplified by assuming a non-scattering atmosphere, so that 

。：：：：：： 0 and Equation 2.4 becomes, 

• 臣）＝ Lv(O)e-6(0 , a) +」亞')Bv[T(s')]e－研＇， •)ds' .
。

(2.27) 
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Table 2.3 

Table 2.3: Single scatter albedos (w) of water and ice in the Rayleigh limit for the SSM/I 
instrum.ent. 

Frequency {GHz) 
19.35 22.235 37.0 

n ̀  . 5.37 - j2.96 4 .98 - j2.84 3.93 - j2.39 

n` .· . 1.786 - j0.0018 1. 785 - j0.0020 1.785 - j0.0026 

Ww 

1 6.918 X 10一 1 0 1.157 X 10- 9 2.924 X 10-9 

10 7.450 X 10-7 9.614 X 10-7 2.607 X 10一6

r(µm) 20 5;744 X 10一6 7.448 X 10- 5 2.127 X 10-5 

50 9.041 X 10-5 1.171 X 10-4 3.309 X 10-4 

100 7.175 X 10-4 9.362 X 10- 4 2.651 X 10-3 

O, 
1 1.193 X 10彧 2.092 X 10詡 6.591 X 10-8 

10 1.285 X 10-5 1.737 X 10- S 5.877 X 10-5 

r(µm) 20 9.908 X 10一 5 1.346 X 10-4 4.792 X 10-4 

50 1.557 X 10-3 2.112 X 10一3 7.406 X 10-3 

100 1.223 X 10-2 1.665 X 10-2 5.654 X 10一 2

*Complex index of refraction for water at 0° C from Ray(1972). 
••complex index of refraction for ice at - 5° C from Warren (1984). 

85.5 

2.89 - jl.48 

1. 784 - j0.0043 

1.701 X 10一8

1.673 X 10- 5 

1.338 X 10-4 

2.087 X 10一3

1.648 X 10-2 

4.527 X 10-7 

4.450 X 10-4 

3.549 X 10一3

5.272 X 10一2

3.084 X 10一 1
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2.1.4 The Transmittance Function and the Plane-parallel Atmosphere Ap
proxilllation 

The transmittance function is defined as, 

r..,(s1 冷）= e-6(a心） = Lv伍）
L..,伍）＇

(2.28) 

such that for a non-attenuating atmosphere Tv = 1, and for an opaque atmosphere 

Tv = 0. Another approximation used to simplify the radiative transfer equation is the 

plane-parallel atmosphere approximation. The schematic in Figure 2.2 shows that the 

optical path, ds, through a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere can be approximated 

by sec 0dz where 0 is the satellite zenith angle and dz is the normal optical path length. 

The transmittance function then becomes, 

r,.,(0 ，戶， P2) ~ e 一 sec(8 )6 (P1 ,P'l ) 
, (2.29) 

which is a function _of zenith angle and pressure levels p1 and P2· Substituting Equa

tion 2.29 into Equation 2.27 yields, 

L..,(p) = L上）Ty(p.,p) + 「瓦[T(p')] a兀 (p' , p)

8p 
dp' , 

p. 
(2.30) 

which is the integrated radiative transfer equation for a non-scattering atmosphere assum

ing plane-parallel geometry, where the () dependence is understood. 

For highly variable quantities such as precipitating clouds , significant differences can 

result betw斡n brightness temperature estimates of plane-parallel clouds and finite clouds 

(Kummerow and Weinman, 1988). Footprint-filling errors, which have been studied using 

fractal cloud models (Lovejoy et al., 1987; Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1988), are due to the 

nonlinearities of the finite cloud radiation field . T he s血e effect is present in cloud liquid 

water fields but to a lesser degree. The radiatively derived parameters in this study should 

therefore be thought of as plane-parallel equivalent parameters. 

2.1.5 Surface Boundary Conditions 

Before using Equation 2.30 the surface radiance term, L..,(pa) , must be determined. 

For infrared wavelengths, the surface emits approximately as an ideal blackbody and its 
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SATELLITE p = 0 

Sec 8 dz 

EARTH'S SURFACE 

Figure 2.2: Plane-parallel geometry. 
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surface radiance is just B.,(T.) where B is the Planck function and T.氬 is the surf ace skin 

temperature, then Equation 2.30 becomes, 

Lv(O) = B邛）元(p量， 0) +『瓦[T(p)］阮(p,0)dp,
p, 8p 

(2.31) 

for the satellite's orbit position at p = 0. However, the surface does not emit as a blackbody 

in the microwave region. 

In general, an electromagnetic wave incident on a surface boundary can be character

ized by its reflectance, absorptance, and transmittance, p, a, T, respectively, and usually 

has a strong dependence on the angle of incidence. To assure that energy is conserved, 

the sum of the reflectance, absorptance, and transmittance must be unity, 

p+a+r=l. (2.32) 

A common quantity related to the reflectance is the surface emittance, f.v, and is defined 

as the ratio of the observed brightness temperature to the brightness temperature an ideal 

blackbody would have at that thermodynamic temperature, 

TB 
ev 三

TB •v=l 

and for a specular surface (a mirror-like surface), 

, 

£., = 1 - p = a + T. 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

If the surface is considered opaque (r;::::: 0), then the surface emittance is directly related to 

the absorptance, and the radiance of a surface with temperature T and surface emittance 

t:.., is then given by, 

L.,(sfc) = £.,B.,(T.). (2.35) 

The rest of the radiance from the surface is due to reflected radiation from above the 

surface. The total upward radiance at the surface is the sum of the downward contribution 

of the atmosphere reflected by the surface, 

p. 

Lv L=J 叫T(p)] 8rv(P,Pa) 
。 8p dp, (2.36) 
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the deep space emission, 瓦（Tapace), due to cosmic background radiation, and the radiance 

emitted upward by thermal emission, Lv(sfc). The total upward radiance is then, 

L品）＝ （ 1 一 Cv) ]0p. Bv[T(p)］阮(p,`
8p 

+ (1 - g远(O,p矗）瓦（Tapace)

+ €vBv(T.). 

(2.37) 

Substituting Equation 2.37 into Equation 2.30 and using the multiplicative property of 

the transmittance function for monochromatic light, 

Tv(O,p.) = Tv(O,p) · Tv(p,p,) , (2.38) 

which provides the relation, 

8-r,.,(p,p量）

8p = 
Tv(p.,0) 8九(p,0)

［元 (p,o) ］ 2 8p 
(2.39) 

yields the integrated radiative transfer equation for a non-scattering, plane-parallel atmo

sphere with a non-blackbody surface boundary condition: 

Lv(0) = cv瓦（T．片(p.,O)

+ ] p。, BV[T(p)] a九8(pp,0) dp 

+ (1 -)[ (0)]2 」p0 • Bv[T(p)] 8兀(p, 0) dp 
g, t, p., [r.,(p, 0)]2 op (2.40) 

十（1 -叫匡(p., 0)]2 B..,('I'.心ce).

As we can see, the radiance is a function of surface temperature, surface emittance, the 

atmosphere's transmittance, which is a function of the temperature and moisture profile, 

and the deep space emission temperature. Since the deep space emission temperature 

is small (T 6poce ~ 2. 7 K) in comparison to the atmospheric emission temperature above 

5 GHz, it is usually neglected, but is presented here for completeness. 

The atmospheric weighting function is a useful tool for understanding how the atmo

sphere contributes to the upwelling radiance as viewed from the satellite. By rearranging 
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Equation 2.40, the upwelling radiance can be expressed as, 

Lv(O) = €vB邛）Ty(p矗， 0)

+ (1 一 C北(Pa, 0)]2 Bv(Tapace) 

+ J°瓦[T(p)]W(p)dp`
p, 

(2.41) 

where the first two terms are the attenuated boundary source terms and the last te皿 is

the atmospheric source term, where W(p) is the atmospheric weighting function {Grody, 

1983), 

w(p) ＝阮(p, 0) + (1 －辶）［元(p畫， 0）『玩(p,o)
8p'Ti,(p, o) J op' 

(2.42) 

which describes the relative contribution of each layer in the atmosphere to the total 

atmospheric component of the upwelling radiance. 

2.2 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS 

2.2.1 Gaseous Absorption 

It is useful to review the basic characteristics of radi吐ive transfer through the atmo

sphere in the microwave region. Microwaves have a wide range of behavior at different 

spectral regions. In the lower frequencies, 1 - 15 GHz, the atmosphere is transparent even 

to clouds and moderate rain rates, but in the higher frequencies (> 15 GHz) molecular 

absorption bands become more prominent and the atmosphere becomes more opaque to 

microwave radiation. The main gaseous atmospheric constituents attenuating the radia

tion are oxygen and water vapor (Liebe, 1985). Oxygen has a nearly constant mixing ratio 

for the lower atmosphere (below 30 km) while water vapor is highly variable and is con

centrated at the lowest levels of the atmosphere. In Figure 2.3 from Liebe (1985), curve 1 

represents the attenuation due to oxygen alone and curves 2-9 represent the attenuation 

for increasing amounts of water vapor at a given pressure and temperature. Features to 

note are the two oxygen absorption peaks at 60 GHz and 118.75 GHz, the water vapor 

lines at 22.235 GHz, 183.31 GHz and 325.15 GHz, and the gradual increase of attenuation 

with frequency due to the water vapor continuum absorption. The oxygen absorption 
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peaks at 60 GHz and 118. 75 GHz are the result of the electromagnetic radiation inter

acting with the 02 molecule's magnetic dipole moment causing the the molecule's spin 

orientation to change which results in the emission and absorption of photons at 60 GHz 

(which is actually a group of lines) and 118.75 GHz (Van Vleck, 1947a; Herzburg, 1950). 

The water vapor rotational bands at 22.235 GHz and 183.31 GHz are caused by the elec

tric dipole moment of the H位 molecule which also interacts with the microwave radiation 

(Van Vleck, 194 7b). The absorption spectra of these lines from quant trm theory would 

ideally be discrete spikes, but due to pressure broadening the lines appear thick. Many 

different models have been used to describe the actual shape of these lines and will not be 

mentioned here. A srurunary of Dr. Hans J. Liebe's Millimeter-wave Propagation Model 

(MPM) used in this work is presented in Appendix A. 

The window regions of the microwave spectrum, labeled Wl , W2, etc. in Figure 2.3~ 

are not true windows, for ex血ple the W2 window in which the SSM/ I 85.5 GHz channel 

resides has more attenuation than the 22.235 GHz water vapor absorption line. The 

SSM/ I instrument has channels in the Wl and W2 window regions and at the 22.235 GHz 

water vapor absorption line, hence the name imager as opposed to sounder. Microwave 

temperature sounding instruments are usually centered on the 60 GHz oxygen absorption 

lines, and new sounding instruments have been proposed for the 118. 75 GHz oxygen line, 

and the 183.31 GHz water vapor absorption line (Kakar, 1983; NASA, 1987; Simpson 

et al., 1988). The low frequencies in the 1-10 GHz range have low spat ial resolution and 

are used mainly for estimating land and ocean surface parameters due to their ability 

to penetrate clouds and most vegetation (Wilheit, 1978a; Schmugge, 1983; Becker and 

Choudhury, 1988). 

2.2.2 Absorption by Hydrometeors 

It was shown in sect ion 2.1.3 that spherical particles can absorb and scat ter mi

crowave radiation and that the complete solution for a single particle of radius r can be 

represented by the scattering, absorption, and extinction cross-sections , Aa , A,., Ae given 

by Equations 2.10, 2.12, and 2.14. A representative volume in an atmosphere can con

tain several particles of different sizes which interact with the electromagnetic radiation. 
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The combined effects of the part這es in the volume can be represented by the volume 

absorption coefficient, 

'o =「p(r)A。 (r)dr,
。

{2.43) 

where p(r) is the drop-size distribution, and r is the particle radius. 

There are two alternatives at this point, one is to assume that the particles are 

relatively small and m呔e the Rayleigh approximation, and the other is to consider the 

part這es large enough to require the full Mie equations. Of considerable convenience is 

the natural size differential of cloud droplets and precipitation which enables atmospheric 

liquid water to be divided into two classes: non-precipitating clouds and precipitating 

clouds (Deinnendjian, 1963). Assuming non-precipitating clouds allows the application of 

the Rayleigh approximation for the SSM/I frequencies. 

Substituting Equations 2.10, 2.16, and 2.21 into Equation 2.43 and taking th~ 

Rayleigh limit yields, 

81r 2 

% ＝文lm{-K} hex, p(r)r3dr, 

and since the cloud water content in the volume is given by, 

41rpL (00 
m,, =丁f。 p(r)r3dr,

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

where PL is the water density, the volume absorption coefficient is directly related to cloud 

water content, 

61r 
% =—lrn{-K}mv. 

A/,PL 
(2.46) 

The absorption coefficient is not a function of the droplet size distribution in the Rayleigh 

limit, and allows the calculation of the absorption coefficient with a more convenient 

parameter, liquid water content (Westwater, 1972). 

However, for precipitation sized part這es the full Mie theory must be used. When 

scattering processes are included, the high frequency channels such as the 85.5 GHz channel 

can have brightness temperatures well below their actual thermal temp erature as shown 

by Wu and Weinman (1984) using their radiation model in Figure 2.4. This is due to 

the scattering of cold deep space radiation by the large precipitation sized particles into 
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the satellite's sensor. Brightness temperatures can be as low as 100 K which represents 

a dynamic range of approximately 200 K. The most responsible component for the large 

scattering effects are ice particles in the higher levels of the precipitating clouds. Figure 2.5 

from Spencer et al. (1988) shows that ice and water have comparable volume scattering 

coefficients but that ice has negligible volume absorption compared to water which is the 

cause of the significantly higher single scatter albedo of ice than for water. 

2.3 SURFACE EFFECTS 

A key to understanding microwave remote sensing techniques, is to realize that the 

surface emittance can vary depending on the electromagnetic properties of the surface. For 

land the surface emittance varies due to soil moisture content and can range from near 

unity for dry soils to less than 0.6 for wet soils (Wang and Schmugge, 1980; Schmugge~ 

1985). In fact, remote sensing of soil moisture is one of the many areas of remote sensing 

applications wltlch use the surface emittance to sense surface characteristics. The surface 

emittance of water is approximately 0.5, so that water surfaces appear very cold. This leads 

to the effect of clouds appearing relatively warm over ocean surfaces since the clouds emit 

microwave radiation more efficiently at a higher brightness temperature. The application 

of the radiatively cold ocean surface is referred to as emission based microwave reII1ote 

sensing (Grody, 1976; Wilheit et al., 1977). Frequencies generally used are in the 10-

37 GHz range where emission and absorption dominate over scattering processes in the 

precipitating clouds. The limitation of this technique is that it is necessary to have a 

cold surface background to observe measurable brightness temperature differences, and is 

therefore ineffective over land surfaces . 

Polarization of electromagnetic radiation is another surface effect and is used for soil 

moisture and sea ice determination among others (McFarland et al., 1984; Comiso, 1985; 

Becker and Choudhury, 1988). It is similar to the glare off a table. The reflected light 

is polarized preferentially in the horizontal due to the horizontal polarization's higher 

reflectance. The reflectance of an electromagnetic wave by a specular dielectric sur

face is given by the square of the magnitude of the Fresnel reflection coefficients (Reitz 
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cosO ＿凶－ sin2 。 2
Ph= 

cos0 + Ve 一 sin2 o' 
for horizontal polarization and, 

e cos 0 -凶－ Sin2 。 2
pu = e cos 0十二1,

(2.47) 

{2.48) 

for vertical polarization, where 0 is the angle of incidence and e is the relative complex 

dielectric constant for the two mediUin.S. Recalling from section 2.1.5 that t = 1 一 p,

then the surface emittance must also have different values for each polarization, with the 

vertical polarization surface emittance generally greater than the horizontal polarization. 

Among the most important properties influencing the dielectric constant for land 

surfaces is soil moisture. Values of e for varying degr統s of wetness from Schmugge an~ 

Choudhury (1981) shown in Figure 2.6, show a marked increase in e for increasing levels of 

soil moisture. An increase in the dielectric constant corresponds to a decrease in the surface 

emittance. Soil depth penetration by the electromagnetic radiation has b統n theoretically 

(Wilheit, 1978b) and experimentally (Newton et al., 1982) determined to be on the order 

of a few tenths of a wavelength. Application to the SSM/I instrument frequencies show 

that the effective surface emittance is from the top 1 cm of the soil and is therefore sensitive 

to surface soil moisture and not sub-surface soil moisture. 

Other influences on the surface emittance are surface roughness, and non-homogeneity 

of the surface which can be due to wind sp迢 and salinity for ocean surfaces (Kidder, 

1979), and vegetation, terrain, etc. for land surfaces (Choudhury et al., 1979; Schmugge et 

al., 1980; Owe et al., 1988) . For a spectral surface the reflected electromagnetic radiation 

is entirely coherent and obeys Snell's Law of 0i = 0r , so that the angle of incidence equals 

the angle of reflection. As the surface becomes rougher the scattering due to the surface 

has a larger diffuse component in addition to the coherent reflection until for a Lambertian 

surface (a perfectly rough surface) the scattered radiation is composed entirely of a diffuse 

component such that, 

, °(0,, oJ ＝ 哆 cos 0i cos 0., (2.49) 
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where <F0 is the bistatic scattering coefficient and 0氬 is the scattering angle (lnaby et al., 

1986). The surface emittance of a Larnbertian surface is then (Peake, 1959), 

€v(0i, <Pi) 
1 2,..,../2 

= 1 - j 」,~ cos 0i cos 0. sin o.d0占
4tr cos Oo Jo Jo 

'0 。= 1 
4 , 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

which is independent of polarization and angle. Several studies have been made on veg

etation's effect on surface emission, but nearly all the studies have been made for low 

frequency channels (< 10 GHz). The results are very diverse since several variables can 

change from one experiment to another. Studies have b een made which treat row crops 

as thin dielectric cylinders, and such things as coefficients of air-leaf reflectivity, leaf-loss 

factors, attenuation of wheat with and without grain heads, moisture content of the veg~ 

etation among a seemingly endless list of possible variations are used as parameters to 

estimate surface emittance values (see Ulaby et al., 1986 for a sunrmary of current re

search in this area). In sunrmary, theoretical calculation of surface effects is a non-trivial 

task. 
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Chapter 3 

DATA 

3.1 GENERAL INFO RMATION 

The area and time selected for the case study was northeast Colorado during the 

first week of August 1987. The coverage provided by the SSM/I instrument is twice daily 

with equator crossing times near 0612 local time. The crossing times over Colorado are 

approximately 0130 UTC and 1250 UTC for the descending and ascending orbits. Dur~ 

ing this period the Convective Initiation and Downburst Experiment (CINDE) was in 

progress in a smaller subset of the case study area which provided extensive meteorologi

cal instrumentation in the case study region. The CINDE project was a joint effort with 

many govenunental agencies and universities participating. For more on the project see 

Kessinger (1987,1988). Also during the case study, GOES satellite data was taken by the 

Colorado State University groundstation in support of the First International Satellite 

Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional Experiment (FIRE) and provided near si

multaneous coverage of the area with the SSM/ I instrument. The domain of the selected 

area was an area approximately 500 km x 500 km centered on 104° Wand 40° N (approx

imately 37° - 43° latitude and 101° - 107° longitude). The location of the CINDE network 

is shown by Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 is an enlargement of the high density meteorological 

network. In particular, the high resolution soundings were used to supplement the nor

mal National Weather Service (NWS) radiosonde stations. Several doppler radars were in 

place for the CINDE project and provided extensive coverage of the area. Unfortunately, 

none of the radars were operating during the times of the SSM/I orbit passes. 
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Table 3.1 

Table 3.1: Satellite data case coverage summary over the region (37°-43° latitude and 
101°-107° longitude). 

SSM/1 GOES cloud 
Case data coverage data coverage cover 

number Time (UTC) Time (UTC) conditions 

1 4 Aug. 0149 No matching data 
2 5 Aug. 0136 5 Aug. 0045 clear 
3 5 Aug. 1301 5 Aug. 1245 clear 
4 6 Aug. 0124 6 Aug. 0145 clear 
5 6 Aug. 1249 6 Aug. 1445 partly cloudy 
6 7 Aug. 0112 7 Aug. 0045 cloudy 
7 7 Aug. 1240 7 Aug. 1245 cloudy 
8 11 Aug. 0204 11 Aug. 0145 clear 

3.1.1 Satellite Data Sets 

Coincident satellite coverage was obtained for a continuous 3 day period from 5 August 

to 7 August. Table 3.1 sununarizes the satellite coverage available by each satellite and 

their respective times. Each case study has been assigned a nUIIlber and will be referenced 

throughout this paper by the case nllIIlber assigned by Table 3.1. The GOES and SSM/1 

data sets are within one hour of each other with several just a few minutes apart with the 

exception of case 5. Images of the SSM/1 brightness temperatures are similar in appearance 

to the GOES infrared data with clouds appearing radiatively cold (white) as in Figure 3.3 

but water surfaces are notably colder due to the low surface emittance. Convective regions 

in the SSM/1 imagery are extremely cold in comparison to the infrared data in Figure 3.4. 

Work by Wu (1988), and Spencer et al. (1988) have sho面 that the cold temperatures are 

due to scattering by precipitation sized ice particles. An enlargement of the convective 

storm in Nebraska in Figure 3.5 shows a minimllIIl brightness temperature of 182 K. 

3.1.2 Atmospheric Synoptic Conditions 

The case study area was dominated by a 心y air mass following a cold front passage 

on 4 August (see Figure 3.6), 500 hPa winds were also light over the region. The region 

was mainly clear for cases 2-4, with increasing cloud amour比s by case 5. Remains of two 
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Figure 3.3: An exaniple of SSM/I channel 7 imagery. 
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Figure 3.4: An ex血1ple of coincident infrared GOES imagery. 
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Figure 3.5: Enlargement of SSM/1 channel 7 imagery. 
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hurricanes (Greg and Hillary) in the Pacific off the coast of Mexico supplied a northward 

fl迏 of moisture which later developed into convective activity. On 6 August another 

surface cold front entered the region which initiated the convection on 7 August (case 6) 

(see Figure 3.7) with a large storm in the Nebraska panhandle. Behind the cold front 

passage weak upslope conditions produced more stratiform-like clouds (case 7) which per

sisted until 8 August. The region was clear during the last satellite orbit pass (case 8). 

The precipitation from the observed National Meterological Center (NMC) 24 hour pre

cipitation maps showed the heaviest precipitation in the area for the 24 hours preceding 

4 August 12 UTC when the Nebraska panhandle region received up to 2 inches (50 mm) 

of precipitation. Precipitation was recorded in extreme northeast Colorado on 5 August 

where a station reported 1.22 inches (31 mm) of precipitation. Throughout the remainder 

of the case study only scattered light amounts (< 5 mm) were reported from 7 August to 

11 August. 

3.1.3 Soil Moisture Conditions 

Soil moisture conditions in Figure 3.8 prior to the case study on 1 August show the 

函e study region to be abnormally to slightly dry for crop needs. The total precipitation 

for the week of 26 July to 1 August was minimal as can be seen in Figure 3.9 with the 

largest amounts being reported in the Colorado Rocky Mountains which received a little 

over 0.5 inches (13 mm) of precipitation. However, during the week of the case study, soil 

moisture conditions (shown in Figure 3.. 10) improved to slightly dry with only southeast 

Colorado and west-central Kansas remaining abnormally dry. The majority of rain fell 

in the Nebraska panhandle region (see Figure 3.11) which had over 2 inches (50 mm) of 

precipitation (Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletin, 1987). 

3.2 GOES VISSR INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) series are operated 

by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Presently, two such 

satellites are in operation over the Western Hemisphere, GOES-6 (GOES-WEST) and 
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Figure 3.8: Soil moisture for the case study region 1 August (from Weekly Weather and 
Crop Bulletin, 1987) . 
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Figure 3.9: Total precipitation for the w尋 of 26 July - 1 August (from Weekly Weather 
and Crop Bulletin, 1987). 
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~igure 3.10: Soil moisture for the case study region 8 August (from Weekly Weather and 
Crop Bulletin, 1987). 
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Figure 3.11: Total precipitation for the week of 2 August - 8 August {from Weekly Weather 
and Crop Bulletin, 1987). 
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GOES-7 (GOES-EAST), mai ,m血taining a geosynchronous orbit at the equator at an altitude 

of 35,800 km. The satellite used in this study, GOES-6, is corrunonly called GOES WEST 

due to its stationary longitudinal position at approximately 135° W. This position can vary 

depending on NOAA needs. During the time period of this study, the actual longitudinal 

position was at 134.35° W and was relatively stable. 

The instrument on board the GOES-6 satellite used in this study is the Visible and 

Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR) and when operated in dwell sounding mode it is 

known as the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS). The inst rument is capable of measuring 

the upwelling radiance from the earth in the visible and in 12 infrared spectral channels 

from 3.9 µm to 15 µm. Table 3.2 adapted from Chesters and Robinson (1983) lists 

the spectral characteristics of the VAS channels. In normal VISSR mode, the visible 

and surface infrared channel, channel 8, are transmitted each half hour for the whole 

hemisphere. The FIRE data was transmitted in VISSR mode. Channel 8 is a surface 

channel with a high sensitivity to the surface as the atmospheric weighting function, 

dr/dlnp, for channel 8 in Figure 3.14 indicates. The other VAS channels are used for 

sounding retrievals since their weighting functions peak at a higher level in the atmosphere. 

The instrument is actually several detectors combined. The visible detector is a sep

arate unit with 8 sensors which scan the earth West-to-East (W-E) in parallel. Three 

infrared sensors of multiple types with different field-of-views (FOV s) are used in con

」unction with a selectable narrow-band filter creating a quite complex arrangement that 

is capable of several modes of operation (Clark, 1983) . The instrument scans the earth 

by movi_ng a mirror in the north-to-south (N-S) direction in angular increments of 0.192 

mrad as the satellite spins at 100 rpm about its axis which is perpendicular to the earth's 

equatorial plane. The sampling rate for the infrared data is 8 µs , which produces 3822 el

ements for each line of data, and for the maximum mirror steps there are 1821 lines, 

which result in hemispheric coverage of approximately 土 70° in longitude with respect to 

the satellite subpoint . The visible data with its 8 sensors has a possible 14568 lines and 

elements. The visible resolution at nadir is 0.9 km and channel 8 has a nadir resolution 

of 6.9 km. During the scanning process the E-W direction is over sampled, which results 

in 4 X 8 km rectangular FOVs. 
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Table 3.2 

Table 3.2: VAS instrument characteristics (GOES-6) (adapted from Chesters and Robin
son, 1983). 

VAS Central Weighting Absorbing single sample 
channel wavelength function peak constituent noise values • 
number (µm) (hPa) (K) 

1 14.73 40 CO2 3.1 
2 14.48 70 CO2 2.0 
3 14.25 150 CO2 1.4 
4 14.01 450 CO2 1.0 
5 13.33 950 CO2 0.5 
6 4.525 850 CO2 0.4 
7 12.66 surface H20 0.6 
8 11.17 surface window 0.2 
9 7.261 600 H2。 1.6 
10 6.725 400 H2。 1.0 
11 4.444 500 CO2 1.8 
12 3.945 surface window 0.3 

•VAS large field of view sensor 

An example of the VISSR infrared imagery for clear sky conditions over the case 

study region is shown in Figure 3.12. A cloudy case as observed by the visible sensor 

in Figure 3.13 shows how much better the resolution is for the visible compared to the 

infrared imagery. 

The pre-launch noise specifications were originally given in terms of Noise Equiva

lent Radiance Differences but are listed in Table 3.2 as Noise Equivalent Temperature 

Differences (NE[j,Ts). The absolute accuracy of the VISSR infrared data is 土 1.5K.

The VISSR data is navigated using the CSU Interactive Research Imaging System 

(IRJS) based on the automatic navigation parameters the satellite transmits to the ground

station which are updated daily. The apparent navigation error during t he case study was 

士2 pixels for the infrared imagery which roughly corresponds to 士 14 km. 

3.3 SSM/I INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

The Special Sensor Microwave/Irnager (SSM/I) on the Defense Meteorological Satel

lite Program (DMSP) F8 satellite was launched June 1987 in a sun-synchronous near-polar 
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Figure 3.12: An exronple of VISSR infrared imagery over the c誣e study region for clear 
sky conditions. 
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Figure 3.13: VISSR visible imagery over the case study region for cloudy conditions. 
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orbit at an altitude of 833 km with a period of 102 minutes. The orbit equator crossing 

times are approximately 0612 local time and has an orbit inclination of 98.8° which allows 

for twice daily coverage poleward of 50° latitude (Hollinger et al., 1987). 

The instrument consists of an offset parabolic reflector which is 61 cm x 66 cm in 

size and is mounted on a rotating drum which also contains the feedhorn and various 

supporting electronics. The simultaneous rotation of the feedhorn assembly with the re

flector is an improvement over earlier microwave imaging systems such as the Scanning 

Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) which had a fixed feedhorn assembly. The 

simultaneous rotation allows for more accurate polarization measurements since the di

rection of polarized radiation with respect to the feedhorn is the same as the feedhorn 

rotates with the reflector. The SMMR data must have polarization corrections made to 

overcome this problem (Njoku, 1980). The SSM/I has four frequencies (19.35, 22.235, 37.0~ 

and 85.5 GHz) and dual polarization capabilities on all except the 22.235 GHz frequency 

which records only the vertical polarization (see Table 3.3). The data is collected during 

the rearward 102° portion of the instrument rotation which results in a conical scanning 

pattern 1394 km wide (see Figure 3.15). The conical scanning pattern has a constant 

zenith angle of 53.1 °, eliminating changing limb effects due to varying zenith angle. Since 

the instrument uses the s血e antenna for the various channels, the effective-field-of-view 

(EFOV) of the sensor varies with frequency, with the highest frequency, 85.5 GHz, having 

the highest resolution. The resolutions given in Table 3.3 and shown schematically in 

Figure 3.16 are for the 3 dB (half-power) antenna beam widths. The data is sampled 

at 64 positions (every 1.6°) per scan line {128 samples at 85.5 GHz) with an integration 

time of 7.95 ms (3.89 ms at 85.5 GHz). Since the 85.5 GHz is of higher resolution, the 

lower resolution channels are sampled every other scan line with the 85.5 GHz channels 

being sampled for each line continuously. This pattern results is a s血ple resolution of 

12.5 km x 12.5 km for the 85.5 GHz channels and 25 km x 25 km for the lower resolution 

channels. 

The SSM/I data used in this study was collected at the Navy's Fleet Numerical 

Operations Center (FNOC) and was acquired through the Hughes Aircraft Company 
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Table 3.3 

Table 3.3: SSM/I instnnnent characteristics (adapted from Hollinger et al., 1987). 

Channel 
nllillber 

Frequency 
(GHz) 

19.35 
19.35 
22.235 
37.0 
37.0 
85.5 
85.5 

Polar
ization 

{Hor V) 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

I 

•3 dB limits. 
••Average of laboratory measurements. 

VHVVHVH 

Effective-field
of-view (EFOV) • 

(km) 

70 X 45 
70 X 45 
60 X 40 
38 X 30 
38 X 30 
16 X 14 
16 X 14 

Sensitivity 
(NEAT).. 

(K) 
0.45 
0.42 
0.74 
0.37 
0.38 
0.69 
0.73 

Accuracy 
(K) 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

Space and Communications Group w届ch designed and tested the SSM/I sensor. The 

raw data is processed by several algorithms which provide antenna corrections for the 

calibrated sensor brightness temperatures and navigation parameters which will not be 

explained in detail here (for more information see Hollinger et al., 1987). The SSM/I 

data used was in the final calibrated form of the sensor brightness temperatures known as 

Sensor Data Record (SDR) files. The navigation for each data location was assigned at 

FNOC from the satellite ephemeris data. 

3.4 CO-LOCATION OF SATELLITE DATA SETS 

The SSM/1 data was remapped to the GOES projection for intercomparison of the 

data sets. Due to lower resolution (fewer pixels) of the SSM/I data, it is more efficient 

to go to the GOES projection. Navigation of the SSM/ data was observed to have 

a bias of approximately 30 km in the direction of the satellite's motion. All data was 

corrected for this error by calculating new latitude and longitude values taking the shift 

into consideration. Verification of the navigation is possible due to the large land/ocean 

surface emittance contrast which allows coastal boundaries to be distinguished extremely 

well. The corrected navigation is accurate to 士 15 km （士2 GOES pixels). 
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A point to remember when comparing the satellite data sets is the different zenith 

angles of the satellites. The SSM/I data has a constant zenith angle of 53.1 ° and the 

GOES data has a zenith angle range of 51° to 61° for the domain of the case study. 

For the entire region the GOES zenith angle was assumed to be the same as that at the 

center of the case study area which has a zenith angle of 55.8° . The m邸imum limb effect 

variations for the domain's zenith angle range for channel 8 is approximately 0.2 K which 

is of the same magnitude as the i.i1stnunent precision of 0.2 K . Thus th e assumption of a 

constant zenith angle over the small case study region is therefore a reasonable one. 

3.5 CLASS SOUNDINGS 

Special upper air soundings were obtained for the CINDE project using fixed and mo

bile Cross-chain Loran Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS) soundings . Five CLASS 

trailers from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) were located in the 

CINDE area as shown in Figure 3.2 to provide a much higher spatial resolution than the 

normal NWS radiosonde network. The sounding profiles were obtained from Charles Wade 

at NCAR and were analyzed with the Research Sounding Analysis (RS ANAL ) package 

which produced smoothed soundings with values every 10 hPa. The CLASS soundings 

supplemented the National Weather Service (NWS) radiosonde network and provided the 

atmospheric profiles of temperature and water vapor mixing ratio necessary for the atmo

spheric transmittance calculations used in this study. 



Chapter 4 

MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE EMITTANCE 

Th e estimation of th f e microwave surface emittance is necessary for the proper de-

termination of the surface boundary conditions which are used in calculations of the to

tal upwelling radiance. Accurate estimates of surface e血ttance are necessary for good 

retrievals of cloud liquid water as shown by Yeh and Liou's (1983) work discussed in 

Chapter 1. Other studies have correlated an Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) to the 

surface emittance and have shown correlations greater than 0.8 using the 19.35 GHz chan

nel on the Nimbus-5 Electronically Scanned Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) (Blanchard 

et al., 1981) and greater than 0.9 for the Nimbus 7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave 

Radiometer (SMMR) (Willce and McFarland, 1986). Satellite derived API fields can be 

used as input into models which n這 soil moisture conditions for flood predictions and 

crop growth monitoring. Since soil moisture affects the surface energy budget it is is also 

an important parameter in meteorological models. Effects of variations in vegetation and 

soil moisture with regard to its impact on boundary-layer circulation patterns have been 

st呻ed by Segal et al. (1988a) and Segal et al. (1988b) and they have found that spatial 

differences of vegetation and soil moisture are sufficient to set up mesoscale circulations 

similar to sea breezes. 

The surface emittance retrieval method of Wilke and McFarland (1986) divided the 

microwave brightness temperature by the m血mum air temperature for a nighttime over

pass and the maximum air temperature for a daytime overpass , so that, 

和＝互
T。'

(4.1) 

where T.。 is the atmospheric temperature. This assmnes that the atmospheric transmit

tance is 1.0 and that the influence of clouds in negligible. For the SSM/1 85.5 GHz channels 
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the atmospheric transmittance for the 1962 standard atmosphere is approximately 0.71. 

Transmittances for the SMMR channels used by Wilke and McFarland (1986) are approx

imately 0.88 and above under clear sky conditions. 

A method used by Grody (1983) with the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), which 

has a set of sounding channels in the oxygen band (50.30 GHz, 53.74 GHz, 54.96 GHz, 

and 57.95 GHz), is to compare the surface channel to a lower sounding channel which 

is relatively unaffected by the surface. Theoretical calculations of microwave brightness 

temperature were made for 53 radiosonde reports available over the United States on a 

single day. In the calculations the brightness temperatures were calculated at the nadir 

viewing angle and at surface ernittances of 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. The brightness temperatures 

for the surface channel (50.30 GHz) and the lowest sounding channel (53.74 GHz) are 

plotted as a function of surface emittance in Figure 4.1. Based on Figure 4.1 and alsq 

including the zenith angle dependence a parametric equation is obtained relating the 

measured brightness temperatures at 50.30 GHz and 53.74 GHz to the surface emittance, 

£., = ao(0) + a1(0)TB..1 - a2(0)TB":I, (4.2) 

where a;(0) (i = 1, 2, 3) are coefficients as a function of zenith angle and T'.积 and T芘

are the brightness temperatures for the surface and lower sounding channels of the MSU 

instnnnent. At larger zenith angles however, the increased attenuation decreases the 

sensitivity of the surface channel to the surface emittance. Another problem noted by 

Grody was the poor resolution of the MSU data (110 km at nadir) which smoothed the 

results. 

Results of the method applied to MSU data for 10 April at 2045 UTC and the radar 

sum.rnary chart for the same time period are shown in Figure 4.2. Values of surface 

emittance range from above 0.95 to values below 0.8. Some of the low values are due to 

cloud contamination. The attenuating effects of the clouds reduces the observed brightness 

temperature which is translated into lower surface emittance. The low surface emittance 

values are located along the Mississippi River and the Great Lakes region and a small area 

in Oklahoma which is associated with an area of intense radar echoes. The low emittance 

values in the Minnesota area are due to mid and high level clouds which were detected 

using infrared data. 
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temperatures at nadir for surface emittances of 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 (from Grody, 1983). 
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at 2045 UTC (from Grody, 1983). 
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4.1 SURFACE EMITTANCE RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE 

The sur£ ace emittance retrieval method used in this study employs co-located GOES 

VISSR infrared data in addition to the SSM/1 microwave data. The infrared data is used 

to retrieve the surface skin temperature which is used in the radiative transfer calculation 

to determine the surface emittance given a microwave brightness temperature. As a simple 

example, consider a planet with no atmosphere, and a surface skin temperature from an 

infrared measurement of 300 K and a microwave brightness temperature of 270. 氏om

the definition of emittance given in Chapter 2, 

TB 
eu =, 

TB,.,=l 
(4.3) 

the surface emittance would 0.90. The same p「inciple is used in the full surface emittance 

retrieval method except that atmospheric contributions due to water vapor and oxygen ab

sorption must be accounted for, and care taken to avoid cloudy regions which significantly 

affect the infrared data. 

4.1.1 Cloud Discrimination 

The surface emittance is calculated only for clear sky conditions. The cloud fr統「e

gions are deterntlned from the GOES infrared and visible imagery using a simple threshold

ing technique. The thresholds were selected subjectively for each image using an interac

tive image display software package known as IM-4000 at CSU /CIRA on a VAX/II GPX. 

The thresholds were selected conservatively so that no significant cloud contamination is 

likely. 

4.1.2 SSM/1 Antenna Effective Field-of-view Adjustment 

Once the cloud/nocloud determination was made using the visible and infrared data, 

the SSM/I data was checked to see if it was cloud contaminated witl血 the microwave 

FOV. The EFOV of the SSM/I data in Table 3.3 is for the antenna beam's half-power 

limit. The area checked for cloud contamination for each SSM/ I data point was expanded 

beyond the 3 dB EFOV limits to eliminate as much cloud influence as possible due to the 

microwave antenna's sensitivity to the area outside the 3 dB limits. As an example, the 
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antenna pattern for the 85.5 GHz vertical polarization channel in Figure 4.3 has a strong 

center lobe with several smaller side lobes. The 3 dB EFOV limits include a large portion 

of the center lobe but exclude a significant portion of the sides of the center lobe. The 

possible cloud contamination by the sides of the center lobe was minimized by fitting the 

SSM/1 antenna pattern with a spatial weighting function, 

WF(z,g) = { cos（這阮）十 cos（這阮）， :i~:!~r~e,EFOVx and IYI < ~ EFOVy 
O, elsewhere, 

{4.4) 

where :z: and y are the horizontal earth coordinates, and has a rn吣:irnum value of 1 for the 

center point of the beam, decreases to 0.5 at the 3 dB EFOV limits given in Table 3.3 and 

then extrapolates the weighting function beyond the 3 dB EFOV limits to a zero value 

at 3/2 EFOV. This function was chosen as a crude fit to the actual antenna pattern in 

Figure 4.3. 

4.1.3 Surface Skin Temperature Calculation 

The surface skin temperature is calculated in the clear sky regions using the infrared 

data from the GOES VISSR instrum.ent. Equation 2.31 from section 2.1.5 is solved for 

T. to detern血e the surface skin temperature (Jones et al., 1988). Equation 2.31 can be 

written more compactly as, 

Lm = L.Jc + L。tm, (4.5) 

where the frequency dependence is understood, Lm is the measured radiance from the 

infrared surface channel, YAS channel 8, and Lafe and L。tm are the surf ace and atmo

spheric contributions to the total upwelling radiance. The atmospheric contribution can 

be expressed more fully as, 

Latrn = 1~ Bv [T(p)］阮(p,o)dp.
p, -vl- \•/J op (4.6) 

Measurements of the atmospheric temperature and water vapor profiles from CINDE 

CLASS soundings are used to compute r(p息， 0) using VAS transmittance software received 

from the University of Wisconsin. The VAS trans血ttance software is a 40-level model 

based a set of polynomials which are functions of the temperature , water vapor, and zenith 
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Figure 4.3: Antenna pattern for SSM/ I channel 6 (85.5 GHz vertical polarization) (from 
Hollinger et al. , 1987). 
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angle (McMillin and Fleming, 1976; Fleming and McMillin, 1977). The atmospheric term, 

Latm, is then calculated using the transmittances from the VAS transmittance software. 

The surface contribution, 

L•Jc = B.,(T.)r(p.,, O), (4.7) 

is then solved for the surface skin temperature, 

兀＝ Bv一 1 ［竺（p－．信］， (4.8) 

where B;1 is the inverse of the Planck function. The mean surface skin temperature, 氕，

for the microwave FOV is given by a weighted average of the retrieved skin temperatures 

wit届n the SSM/I FOV, 

氕＝
I: W F(z, y)T.(z, y) 

I:WF(z,y)' 
(4.9) 

where W F(z, y) is given by Equation 4.4. 

4.1.4 Surface Emittance Calculation 

The surface emittance is calculated by solving the integrated microwave radiative 

transfer equation (Equation 2.40) for e.,, which results in, 

。和＝｛Lv(0) － ] BV[T(p)] 
8-r..,(p, 0) 

8p 
dp 

p. 

七(p., 0)]21 
0 B..,[T(p)] 8兀(p, 0) 

P• ［元 (p,0) ］ 2 8p 
dp 

七(p., 0)]2瓦(Tapace)} / 

{Bv（氕）Tv(p島， 0) - [r..,(p.,0)]2瓦 (T,pace)

七(p., 0)]21 
0 B..,[T(p)] 8祠p, O)

p. [Ty(p,0) ]2 8pdp} 

(4.10) 

where L,,,(O) is the measured radiance from the SSM/I instnunent. The remaining terms 

on the right hand side of Equation 4.10 are detern血ed using Liebe's Millimeter-wave 

Propagation Model (MPM) and inte臣ating the terms numerically. 
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4.1.5 Sum血ry of the Surface Emittance Retrieval Method 

Below is a brief outline of the surface emittance retrieval method. T届s process is 

repeated for each microwave channel. 

• Remap SSM/I microwave imagery into the GOES satellite projection. 

• Select cloud/nocloud thresholds using infrared and visible data from the GOES 
satellite. 

• Deterntlne the EFOV of the microwave channel and search for any cloud contamina
tion within the EFOV. If cloud contamination exists, go on to next microwave data 
point . 

• Within the microwave EFOV calculate the surface skin temperature using the GOES 
infrared data. 

1. Calculate r(Pi, 0) (i = 1, 40) using the CLASS sounding for the transmittance 
calculations. 

2. Compute Latrn using Equation 4.6. 

3. Calculate T. using Equation 4.8. 

• Deterntlne the mean surface skin temperature within the EFOV using Equation 4.9. 

• Compute the microwave atmospheric transmittance using the Liebe MPM model 
and the CLASS sounding. 

• Calculate the surface emittance using Equation 4.10. 

4.2 RESULTS 

4.2.1 Composite Surface Emittance Values 

Composite surface emittance values were calculated for the case study region due to 

clouds blocking the infrared FOY s causing incomplete coverage of the area for each time 

period. Cases 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 were chosen to be composited together since Case 1 had 

no matching infrared data, case 5 had a significant time lag between the infrared and 

microwave data, and case 7 was almost completely overcast for the entire case study area. 

When more than one retrieval of the surface emittance was possible at one location the 

retrieved surface emittance values were averaged together. 

Since the case 5 GOES infrared imagery was more than 2 hours la ter than the cor

responding SSM/I data (see Table 3.1), the ret rieved surface skin temperatures from the 
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infrared data were too warm. In two hours the surface skin temperature can easily in

crease 10 K (Shih and Chen, 1984) which biases the surface emittance calculations. For 

case 5 the mean sur£邸e emittance retrieved for channel 7 was 0.917 w届le the mean for the 

composite time period was 0.949. Channel 6 had a sur£邸e emittance of 0.933 for case 5 

while its composite mean value was 0.967. 

The mean composite sur缸e emittance values in Table 4.1 range from 0.940 for chan

nel 2 to 0.976 for channel 1. Channels 1 and 2 at 19.35 GHz are more polarized than the 

channels at 届gher frequencies. Defining the f「邸tional emittance polarization of a channel 

by, 

q、
P= - ~, (4.11) 

where fh is the horizontal polarization emittance and t:., is the vertical polarization emit

tance and applying it to the SSM/1 data (see Table 4.2) shows that the fractional po

larization for the SSM/1 data is frequency dependent. It was shown in Chapter 2 that 

for a Larnbertian surface the surface emittance is independent of polarization. Since the 

surface emittance results exhibit a polarization difference, this implies that the surface in 

the case study area can not be considered perfectly rough. Results from the lower fre

quency SSM/1 channels in Table 4.1 confirm this result. The frequency dependence of the 

fractional polarization is due to the relative roughness with respect to incident radiation 

wavelength (Ulaby, et al.., 1986). The irregularities of the rough surface appear smaller 

and thus smoother at the long wavelengths which decrease the fractional polarization with 

increasing frequency. 

The surface emittance standard deviations in Table 4.1 show that the horizontally po

larized channels appear to have consistently larger variability than the vertically polarized 

channels. This preferential variability is due to surface roughness effects. In Figure 4.4 

field measurements at 21 cm (1.4 GHz) from Newton (1977) are plotted as a function of 

zenith angle and surface roughness. At a zenith angle of 50°, the horizontal brightness 

temperature range is larger than the vertical polarization brightness temperature range 

for variations in surface roughness while the effects of soil moisture affect vertical and 

horizontal polarizations approximately the sa.tne (see Figure 4.4). The result is larger 
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Table 4.1 

Table 4.1: Sumznary of surface emittance retrieval results. 

Channel Frequency Polarization Surface emittance Surface emittance I 

nUIIlber (GHz) (Hor V) mean std. dev. 

1 19.35 V 0.976 0.0128 
2 19.35 H 0.940 0.0208 
3 22.235 V 0.974 0.0152 
4 37.0 V 0.965 0.0120 
5 37.0 H 0.940 0.0183 
6 85.5 V 0.967 0.0144 
7 85.5 H 0.949 0.0192 

Table 4.2 

Table 4.2: SSM/1 fractional surface emittance polarization. 

Frequency fractional 
(GHz) polarization 

19.35 0.962 

37.0 0.973 

85.5 0.981 

horizontal polarization surface emittance variability due to surface roughness variability. 

This is consistent with results by Choudhury et al. (1979). 

4.2.2 Comparison of Retrieved Composite Surface Emittance to Precipita
tion and Irrigation Areas 

Areas of irrigated croplands in the case study region are represented in Figures 4.5, 

4.6, and 4.7. In Figure 4.5 the heaviest irrigation regions in Colorado are along the South 

Platte River, Arkansas River, and along the Front Range in the area bordered by Fort 

Collins, Greeley, and Denver. For the case study region in Kansas (see Figure 4.6) 坪o

irrigation areas are of interest: the northwest counties of Sherman and Thomas and the 

southwest region along the Arkansas River. The dots in Figure 4.7 represent center pivot 
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irrigation systems reported in Nebraska for 1985. The southwest corner of Nebraska along 

the South Platte is heavily irrigated as are sections along the North Platte. 

The retrieved composite surface emittance results for -channels 6 and 7 (85.5 GHz 

vertical and horizontal polarizations) are shown in image form in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 and 

in histogr邱1 form in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The surface emittance results for SSM/I 

channels 1-5 are presented in histogr血 and image form in Appendix B. The color table 

used represents the low surface emittance areas as blue and as the surface emittance 

increases the colors progress through green, yellow, orange, red, pink, and white, where 

white represents a surface emittance of 1.0. The black colored areas were contaminated 

by clouds throughout the composite time period so that no surface emittance retrie,rals 

were possible. 

The most prominent feature in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 is a region of low surface emittanc~ 

(0.88 < €h < 0.92) (0 .94 < €v < 0.95) in the Nebraska panhandle. There are two principal 

causes of this feature. The prim訌y cause is due to a heavy precipitation event (> 50 mm 

(2 inches)) in this region in the afternoon of 3 August which wetted the surface significant ly 

(see Figure 3.11). The secondary cause is irrigation in the region (see Figure 4.7) which 

occurs along tributaries of the North Platte 瓦ver . Since irrigation is heavier along the 

North Platte and did not depress surface emittance values as much as the area in southwest 

corner of the Nebraska panhandle, the rainfall must have been the main contributor to 

the lower surface emittance values. Precipitation affected the extreme northeast corner of 

Colorado as well where the contrast is seen between dry (high emittance) land in Nebraska 

and Kansas and the more moist (lower emittance) land in northeast Colorado. However, 

since the precipitation was not as heavy, the effects are not as pronounced. 

Irrigation did play an important role in the low surface emittance values observed 

in other regions. Low surface emittance values were retrieved over the heavily irrigated 

region near the Fort Collins-Greeley area along the Front Range. The 0.92 horizont al 

surface emittance contour at 85.5 GHz closely matches the outer boundary of the irrigation 

region. The low surface emittance values appear to extend farther west than the extent 

of the irrigation region. This is most likely due to the effects of lakes and reservoirs close 
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Figure 4.7: Center pivot irrigation systems in Nebraska, (1985). 
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Figure 4.8: C 
polarization). 

omposite surface emittance imagery for SSM/1 channel 6 {85.5 GHz vertical 
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Figur~ 4.?: Composite surface enlittance imagery for SSM/I cl1annel 7 (85.5 GHz hori
zontal polarization). 
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to the foothills (e.g. Horsetooth Reservoir and Boyd Lake among many other smaller 

bodies of water) which depress the retrieved surface emittances with their low surface 

emittance property. Lake McConaughy in Nebraska on the North Platte River near the 

northeast corner of Colorado shows up extremely well as two FOVs with low surface 

emittance (€v ::::: 0.88 for channel 7). Since the location of Lake McConaughy in the 

imagery remained very stable during the case study time period, the navigation for SSM/1 

data appears to have been adequately corrected. The river valleys of the North Platte, 

South Platte and the Arkansas River all show lower surface emittance values. Irrigation 

is limited to narrow bands along the rivers which diffuse the impact of the irrigated soil 

conditions. Conversely, the dry land areas of Kansas and Nebraska show high surface 

emittance conditions approaching unity. In the Kansas cormties of Sherman and Thomas 

the small depression in the surface emittance values due to irrigation is surrounded by 

higher surface emittances from dry lands. A ridge of land known as the Palmer Lake 

divide extends into the plains from the Rocky Mountains 」ust south of Denver, Colorado. 

Along the ridge are higher surface emittances due to drier conditions associated with the 

dryland pastures on the ridge. 

4.2.3 Surface Emittance Retrieval Errors 

In th.is algorithm no limit is placed on the maximum range of the retrieved surface 

emittance. Values as high as 1.01 were retrieved over Nebraska for SSM/1 channel 3 

(22.235 GHz vertical polarization). The remaining channels had maximum surface emit

tances near 0.99. Since 22.235 GHz is a water vapor absorption line, th.is suggests that 

the atmospheric transmittance at 22 .235 GHz was underestiill.ated. Initial profiles used in 

the calculation of the atmospheric transmittances were from the CINDE area near Den

ver, Colorado, thus it is reasonable to assume that the atmosphere over Kansas contained 

more water vapor, and that the calculated atmospheric transmittances used in the surface 

emittance retrieval were biased in that region. Lower elevation in Kansas also contributes 

to th.is bias. 

In clear sky conditions the surface cont ribut es a majority of the total upwelling radi

ance 仔(Pa , O )'.:::'. 0.71) which heavily links the ret rieved surface emittance and the surface 
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skin temperature. Since the same surface skin temperature is used in the retrieval process 

for all channels at a given location, any bias in the surface skin temperature would affect 

all channels similarly. Channel-to-channel biases must be due to the microwave brightness 

temperature biases and errors in the microwave transmittance algorithm. The microwave 

brightness temperatures are the most likely cause of channel-to-channel biases since the 

atmospheric component of the upwelling radiation is small (less than 1/4). Estimates 

of absolute brightness temperature errors are difficult even with co-located infrared data 

since the surface emittance has a wide range of reasonable values. 

Numerical simulations were used to estimate errors in the retrieved surface emit

tances. A control case which had a surface emittance of 0.95 and the 1962 Standard 

Atmosphere (Valley, 1965) was used to dete沅ine the magnitudes of the retrieved surface 

emittance errors from induced perturbations. Simulated data was generated with various 

amounts of random noise added to several parameters which influence the retrieved surface 

emittances. · The surface emittance was found to be the most sensitive to two parameters, 

the microwave brightness temperature and the surface skin temperature. The relative and 

absolute instrument errors of the VISSR and SSM/I instruments (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3) 

were used to calculate the propagation of error through the surface emittance retrieval 

algorithm (Beers, 1957). Results from the analysis in Table 4.3 show absolute accuracies 

「anging from 0.008 to 0.012. Frequencies with higher atmospheric attenuation have the 

largest errors (e.g. 22.235 GHz, and 85.5 GHz). In a physical sense, the high attenuation 

is obscuring the surface from view which makes it more difficult to measure the surface 

emittance accurately. The lower relative error at 37 GHz is due to the lower relative 

instrument noise at that frequency. 

4.2.4 Summary of Surface Emittance Retrieval Results 

The surface emittance retrieval algorithm used is a direct physical model which is 

capable of excellent results. The limitation of retrieval over clear sky conditions is prob
醞

lematic for many applications, but in the error analysis section the deterioration of results 

is directly linked to the decreasing radiometric contribution of the surface. The retrieval 
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Table 4.3 

Table 4.3: Error sensitivity analysis for retrieved surface emittance. 

Frequency Surface emittance errors 
(GHz) relative absolute 

19.35 0.00206 0.00783 
22.235 0.00408 0.00943 
37.0 0.00198 0.00845 
85.5 0.00530 0.01232 

method is most accurate when the surface emittance has the largest influence on the 

radiation field. 



Chapter 5 

CLOUD LIQUID WATER RETRIEVAL 

The SSM/I instrument offers unique possibilities for remote sensing of cloud liquid 

water. The high frequency channels at 85.5 GHz are much more sensitive to liquid water 

than previous channels on earlier sensors which had lower frequencies such as the Scan

ning Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) on Nimbus 6 and the Scanning Multichannel 

Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) on Nimbus 7. As an example, at the previous highest 

frequency on SMMR (37.0 GHz) the attenuation at 1013 hPa, and 15° C along a 20 km 

path length for 100% relative humidity due to water vapor is 0.975 dB wlule a liquid water 

content of 0.1 g·m-3 for the same conditions has an attenuation of 1.70 dB (Allen and 

Liebe, 1983). Thus the relative sensitivity of cloud liquid water versus water vapor from 

the ratio of the attenuations is 1. 7 4. For the SSM/I 85.5 GHz channel the same conditions 

produce a water vapor attenuation of 2.34 dB and a cloud liquid water attenuation of 

7.55 dB, which is a factor of 3.22. This means that the SSM/I 85.5 GHz channel is nearly 

twice as sensitive to cloud liquid water as the SMMR instrument and makes it an excellent 

tool to sense liquid water content in the atmosphere with m血mal interference from other 

attenuating sources. 

Cloud liquid water attenuates the microwave radiation emitted from the surface and 

emits the radiation at cooler brightness temperatures since its ambient temperature at a 

届gher altitude is colder. Theoretical calculation of microwave brightness temperatures 

from Spencer et al. (1988) which use the Rayleigh approximation, a zenith angle of 53°, 

a surface emittance of 0.9, and a cloud base of 950 hPa show a cooling of the brightness 

temperature with increasing cloud liquid water content (see Figure 5.1). The colder tern

peratures associated with the higher cloud tops depress the brightness temperatures more 
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which makes the brightness temperature more sensitive to cloud liquid water at higher 

levels. 

5.1 CLOUD LIQUID WATER RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE 

The cloud liquid water is retrieved by calculating theoretical brightness temperatures 

and comparing them to the observed brightness temperature measured by the SSM/I 

instrument for the 85.5 GHz channels. The surface emittance results from Chapter 4 are 

used to supply estimates of €v used in the calculations of brightness temperature. The 

暉erence between the calculated and observed brightness temperatures is used to to make 

a new estimate of the cloud liquid water content. The cloud liquid water retrieval process 

ends once the calculated and observed brightness temperatures are within the instrument 

noise level. Retrieval of cloud liquid water is possible at any location which has an estimate 

of €v and SSM/I 85.5 GHz coverage. 

5.1.1 Discrimination of Precipitation 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Rayleigh approximation used in the calculation of 

cloud liquid water attenuation is valid only for non-precipitating clouds at millimeter 

wavelengths. Application of this method to precipitating clouds is therefore invalid and 

a method to detect precipitating clouds is necessary. Scat tering of microwave radiation 

by precipitation has been studied as a method to retrieve rain rates over oceans and land 

(Spencer et al. 1983; Spencer 1986). Spencer et al. (1988) have recent results from 

the SSM/1 instnunent which indicate that a brightness temperature threshold of 255 K 

for the 85.5 GHz channels can discriminate between precipitating and non-precipitating 

areas. The threshold of 255 K is not meant to represent an absolute condition. Rain 

can exist at brightness temperatures below and above 255 K, but is more likely to exist 

below 255 K. Comparisons of SSM/1 85.5 GHz brightness temperatures below 255 K 

were shown to correspond well with radar echoes and aircraft data in several cases in 

Spencer et al. (1988). The scattering of the microwave radiation by large ice particles 

in the precipitating clouds depresses the brightness temperatures below 255 K and below 

100 K in some instances. Retrieval of cloud liquid water is attempted only for 85.5 GHz 

brightness temperatures above 255 K. 
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Figure 5.1: Brightness temperature as a function of vertical extent and cloud water content 
at 85.5 GHz. Calculations assume Rayleigh absorption, a zenith angle of 53°, a surface 
emittance of 0.9, and a cloud base at 950 hPa (from Spencer et al., 1988). 
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5.1.2 Theoretical Calculation of Brightness Temperature 

The theoretical brightness temperatures are calculated using, 

Lv(O) = €v瓦(T矗屆(p矗， 0)

+ ]p0 • 瓦n [rTrr,(p1_ ),] ,ar,.,8(pp ,0) dp 

2JP° • B,.,[T(p)] 01i,.,(p, 0) 
十（1- 叫匡(p., O)] [Tv(p, 0) ]2 6p dp (5.1) 

+ (1- 叫伝(p.,0)]2瓦(Trpace)•

which is the microwave integrated radiative transfer equation derived in Chapter 2 (Equa

tion 2.40). The Liebe M皿meter-wave Propagation Model (MPM) is used to calculate the 

atmospheric transmittances. The surface emittance, tv, is estimated from the composite 

surface emittance values calculated in Chapter 4, and the surface skin temperature, T.息， is

assigned the value of the surface air temperature from the CINDE CLASS soW1dings. 

5.1.3 Determination of Cloud Top and Base 

The cloud top pressure is assigned using the infrared temperature and relating it to 

pressure using the atmospheric temperature profile used in the atmospheric transmittance 

calculations. The cloud base is set at the atmospheric sounding's lowest lifted condensation 

level (LCL), which is the saturation level for an air parcel when lifted from some initial 

level. The lowest LCL from a number of initial levels is used since it is not necessary that 

the parcel comes from the surface level to form a cloud base. The cloud top and base 

form the vertical limits on the location the cloud liquid water which is to be added in the 

retrieval process. The cloud which is generated in the retrieval process is assumed to have 

uniform vertical distribution of cloud liquid water content. This is an over simplification 

since (as presented in Chapter 1) Warner's (1955) work shows a definite vertical structure 

to the cloud liquid water content. However, with the microwave imaging channels the 

atmospheric weighting function characteristics are such that little if any vertical resolution 

is possible. Additional sounding channels, which are more opaque, are necessary to provide 

adequate vertical resolution. 
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5.1.4 Iteration Procedure 

Initially the liquid water content is set to zero and a theoretical brightness temper

ature is calculated using Equation 5.1. The difference between the observed brightness 

temperature, T瓦 and the theoretical brightness temperature, T,趴

~ 
D.TB =TB-TB (5.2) 

is used to increment the liquid water content in the atmosphere until 凶"'E is within the 

SSM/1 instrument noise level of 0.5 K. Newton's method (Conte and de Boor, 1980) is 

used to increment the cloud liquid water content of the model cloud so that , 

CLW吐1 = CLW,户
ATB;(CLWi - CLW,』

(ATB; - ATB;一1)'
(5.3) 

where CLW is the cloud liquid water content and the subscripts denote the iteration 

number. To initialize the method, CLW1 is assumed to be small (0.005 kg•m丸 The

method converges in 2-4 ite~ations. 

The integrated cloud liquid water is calculated using the retrieved cloud water content 

and the cloud top and base pressures which are converted to height coordinates assuming 

hydrostatic equilibrium. The retrieved cloud water content is integrated over the model's 

cloud depth to provide integrated cloud water in units of kg•m- 2 which is also equivalent 

to depth 画ts of IIUil ·crn - 2 (another coIIUilonly used 画t is g·中己 which is equivalent 

to 10 kg•rn一2) .

5上5 Sumxnary of the Cloud Liquid Water Retrieval Method 

Below is a brief outline of the cloud liquid water retrieval method. 

• Check if 霖 (85.5 CH z) > 255 K and e,.,is available. 

• Initialize retrieval process. 

1. Calculate theoretical brightness temperature 咋 for clear sky conditions 
(CLW0) given an initial sounding profile, surface temperature, and estimated 
e,.,(from Chapter 4). 

2. Calculate L\T_缸

3. Determine cloud top and cloud base pressure levels. 

4. Initialize CLW a small 血ount (0.005 kg •m丐 within cloud vertical limits . 
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• Iteration procedure. 

1. Compute new theoretical brightness temperature, TB;. 

2. Calculate tlTB; (if ATB; < min. error then exit loop). 

3. Use Equation 5.3 to find new CLW,+1. 

4. Go to iteration procedure step 1. 

• Sum cloud liquid water content throughout depth of cloud to compute integrated 
cloud liquid water. 

5.2 RESULTS 

Integrated cloud liquid water was retrieved for areas which had 85.5 GHz coverage 

and surface emittance retrieval estimates available for the composite time period in Chap

ter 4. The cases with considerable cloudiness (cases 6 and 7) were selected for retrieval 

of integrated cloud liquid water. Black colored areas in the images of integrated cloud 

liquid water in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 are areas where the criterions of brightness 

temperatures above 255 K and available surface emittance estimates were not met. Areas 

which had 85.5 GHz brightness temperatures below 255 K are colored red. 

Qualitatively the patterns of high cloud water content match the corresponding vis

ible and infrared images from the GOES satellite in Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. The 

convective nature of the cloud system in case 6 shows up well in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 with 

a large area in the Nebraska panhandle having brightness temperatures below 255 K at 

85.5 GHz (denoted by red). The Nebraska storm movement to the northeast is detected 

in the comparison of the retrieved cloud water imagery to the GOES i1urared and visible 

data. The microwave data was observed 27 minutes after the GOES data (see Table 3.1). 

The magnitudes of the cloud liquid water amounts are generally under 1.0 kg•m-2 for 

over 90% of the SSM/ 1 data points. This is reasonable since the FOV of the instnunent is 

relatively large in comparison to many clouds which may contain higher cloud liquid water 

amounts and are averaged throughout the entire FOV. The spatial distribution compared 

to the infrared and visible imagery seems reasonable, with larger integrated cloud liquid 

water amounts closer to the areas of likely precipitation (areas where 咋 < 255 K). 

Case 7 has more stratiform cloudiness associated with the post-frontal upslope con

ditions. The retrieved integrated cloud liquid water in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 shows higher 
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Figure 5.2: Integrated cloud liquid water imagery for case 6 from channel 6 data. 
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Figure 5.3: Integrated cloud liquid water imagery for case 6 from channel 7 data. 
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Figure 5.4: Integrated cloud liquid water for case 7 from channel 6 data. 
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Figure 5.5: Integrated cloud liquid water for case 7 from channel 7 data. 
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Figure 5.6: GOES VISSR infrared imagery (channel 8) for case 6. 
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Figure 5.7: GOES VISSR visible imagery for case 6. 
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Figure 5.8: GOES VISSR infrared imagery (channel 8) for case 7. 
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Figure 5.9: GOES VISSR visible imagery for case 7. 
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cloud water amounts over the eastern portion of the case study region in southwestern 

Nebraska which is also suggested from the more stratocUIIlulus-like clouds observed in the 

visible imagery in Figure 5.9. 

5.3 INTEGRATED CLOUD LIQUID WATER RETRIEVAL ERRORS 

Unlike water vapor, temperature, and other commonly measured meteorological vari

ables, cloud liquid water is not routinely measured. Cloud liquid water measurements over 

land are limited to instrwnented aircraft and groW1d-based microwave radiometers. Air

craft studies are expensive and retrieve highly variable cloud liquid water cont ents which 

are not necessarily representative of the larger scale cloud liquid water s蛭n by the satel

lite. Grom社based microwave radiometer measurements have the advantage of measuring 

integrated cloud liquid water a.rnoW1ts sim且ar to the satellite, but lack the ability to de

termine the horizontal distribution of cloud liquid water . Thus, verification of cloud liquid 

water estimates is a difficult task. Nwnerical error analysis must suffice in the absence of 

quantitative measurements. 

5.3.1 Numerical Error Analysis Results 

Error sensitivity of the integrated cloud liquid water retrieval algorithm was calcu

lated using numerical simulations which introduced random errors to the various input 

par訌neters . Several cloud heights and integrated cloud liquid water amounts were chosen 

to help detern血ea physical explanation of the retrieval error sensitivity. The error sensi

tivity calculations used the atmospheric water vapor and temperature profiles from case 7. 

The results of this analysis in Table 5.1 show smaller errors for clouds which have high 

cloud tops. The microwave brightness temperature is more sensitive to the cloud liquid 

water content at low cloud top pressures than at high cloud top pressures as shown by the 

wider separation of the curves in Figure 5.1. The curves become narrower as the cloud 

height decreases which reduces the ability of the satellite to detect integrated cloud liq

uid water accurately and produces the larger integrated cloud liquid water retrieval erro矗

sensit ivity in Table 5.1. At lower cloud top pressures , the brightness t emperature varies 

very little with changes in the cloud liquid water ainount and any intial low value of cloud 
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Table 5.1 

Table 5.1: Error sensitivity analysis for retrieved integrated cloud liquid water. 

Integrated cloud Cloud top pressure (hPa) 
liquid water 300 400 500 

(kg•m-2) {kg•m丐 % (kg•m丐 % {kg•m可 % 

0.5 0.047 9.5 0.071 11.4 . . 
1.0 0.059 5.9 0.086 8.6 0.417 41.7 
1.5 0.080 5.3 0.124 8.3 0.251 16.7 
2.0 0.109 5.4 0.177 8.9 0.376 18.8 
2.5 0.149 6.0 0.256 10.2 0.503 20.1 

•large errors (results dependent on initial guess). 

liquid water is within the instrument noise level and is therefore the retrieved integrated 

cloud liquid water amount . This makes the low level clouds with small amounts of cloud 

liquid water dependent on the initial guess of the algorithm. 

The large percentage error for small integrated cloud liquid water amounts in Table 5.1 

is due to the relatively large instrument noise affecting the small brightness temperature 

signal the low integrated cloud liquid water clouds have. The lowest percentage errors 

are found for medium amounts of integrated cloud liquid water. The percentage error 

increases again for large integrated cloud liquid water amounts as the radiometric signal 

becomes saturated due to the large amount of cloud liquid water which forces the bright

ness temperature to approach the ambient temperature of the cloud as the cloud becomes 

more opaque. 

5.3.2 Comparison of Retrievals from Channels 6 and 7 

Support of the numerical error analysis results is found when the retrieved integrated 

cloud liquid water from both 85.5 GHz channels (channel 6 and channel 7) at the same 

location are compared. A scatter plot of retrieved integrated cloud liquid water for case 6 

for channels 6 and 7 in Figure 5.10 shows a distinct bias between the channels. A best 

least-squares line was fitted to the data and the slope of the line indicates a bias of 

approximately 0.6 with channel 7 retrieving higher integrated liquid water amount s. The 

linear correlation coefficient of the line for case 6 is 0.874 . Sim且ar results were found for 
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Table 5.2 

Table 5.2: Comparison statistics of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 
and 7. 

函e 7 and are listed in Appendix C (see Table 5.2 for sununaries of results from cases 6 

and 7). If the retrieved integrated cloud liquid water for case 6 is separated into clouds 

with high cloud tops (Ptop < 500 hPa) and low cloud tops (500 hPa < Ptop <瓦0t), it is 

noticed that the largest variability is in the lower level clouds (see Figures 5.11 and 5.12). 

This supports the nwnerical error anaiysis results. 

Since channel 6 retrieved lower integrated cloud liquid water amounts than channel 7, 

this suggests that there may be a brightness temperature bias between the 85.5 GHz 

channels. The much larger variability of the channel 7 retrieved values in comparison to 

channel 6 is additional evidence of a brightness temperature bi邸． If the brightness tern

peratures were too cold in a channel, the retrieved in tegrated cloud liqttid water amounts 

would be larger than retrievals using the unbiased brightness temperatures. The nwnerical 

error sensitivity results also show that the lower clouds would be much more influenced by 

ab函 in the brightness temperatures which matches the observed comparison statistics 

in Table 5.2. Other physical factors which can cause differences in the observed bright

ness temperature polarization could also be occurring, but due to the broad nature of the 

integrated cloud liquid water retrieval bias for high and low cloud heights, a consistent 

instn.unent bias is more probable. 
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Figure 5.10: comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 and 7 
for case 6 (Ptop <瓦ot),
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Figure 5.11: comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 and 7 
for case 6 (Ptop < 500 hPa). 
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Figure 5.12: comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 and 7 
for case 6 (500 hPa < Ptop <瓦ot) ·
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Table 5.3 

Table 5.3: Comparison statistics of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 
and 7 with bias correction. 

Cloud top Linear Standard Standard 
pressure range Slope Intercept correlation deviation deviation 

(hPa) coefficient (channel 6) (channel 7) 

CASE 6 
0-900 0.850 0.068 0.9188 0.141 0.166 
0-500 0.868 0.052 0.9429 0.117 0.135 

500-900 0.665 0.192 0.8089 0.211 0.317 
CASE 7 

0-900 0.901 0.076 0.9135 0.136 0.150 
0-500 0.891 0.077 0.9321 0.110 0.124 

500-900 0.773 0.261 0.7884 0.399 0.516 

To estimate the possible maximum influence on the retrieved integrated cloud liquid 

water amounts, the brightness tE:rnperatures were biased the maximum absolute error of 

the instrument (1.5 K) and the surface emittances were offset 0.01 to take into acco血

the effect the brightness temperature shift would have on the surface emittance retrievals. 

(The surface emittance change of 0.01 is an approximation from the error analysis results 

of the surface emittance retrieval algorithm. A more rigorous procedure would be to re

calculate the surface emittances for each clear sky case assuming a brightness temperature 

bias of 1.5 K.) The new retrieved integrated cloud liquid water comparison for case 6 in 

Figure 5.13 shows only a slight bias in the same direction (similar results are obtained for 

case 7 which are shown in Appendix C). The correlation coefficients listed in Table 5.3 

are also improved even though the surface emittances were not explicitly recalculated for 

each data point. As a function of cloud top pressure, the most improvement is seen in the 

low level clouds which have the highest variability due to brightness temperature noise 

(see Figures 5.14 and 5.15). 

The intercept of the best-fitting line is slightly higher when the bias correction is ap

plied. The original calculations of surface emittance calibrated the channels to a reference 

infrared derived surface skin temperature. When the clouds begin to obscure the surface 

and the transmittance of the atmosphere decreases, this calibration effect diminishes. The 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals using channels 6 and 7 
with bias correction for case 6(ptop < 瓦ot) .
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals using channels 6 and 7 
with bias correction for case 6(ptop < 500 hPa) . 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals using channels 6 and 7 
with bias correction for case 6 (500 hPa <乃op<.Pbot)•
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bias correction offset the surface calibration effect since the assumed surface emittance 

change of 0.01 is an approximation and small errors are likely to be introduced for the low 

integrated cloud liquid water conditions. The standard deviations of the retrieved inte

grated cloud liquid water from the best-fitting line are comparable to the estimated errors 

from the numerical error analysis. Both cases have standard deviations of approximately 

0.15 kg•m-2 with the more stratiform case (case 7) having slightly less variability. The 

retrieval variability dependence on the cloud top pressure due to instrUinent noise is still 

present in the bias corrected data with values close to the numerically estimated noise 

levels. Comparison of the standard deviations from channels 6 and 7 also show a much 

closer relationship between the channels . 

5.3.3 Other Sources of Retrieval Error 

Not all of the bias between the 85.5 GHz vertical and horizontal polarization channels 

(channels 6 and 7) can be· explained by instrument bias alone . The retrieved integrated 

cloud liquid water with the maximwn bias correction applied still has a bias of 0.85 for the 

convective case (case 6) and 0.90 for the stratiform case (case 7). From the scatter plots it 

appears that the bias for the stratiform case is an artifact of the surface emittance change 

associated with the imposed brightness temperature correction since the large number 

of points in the 0.5 kg•m-2 region appear to be slightly shifted which would influence 

the slope of the best-fit line. The convective case (case 6) seems to be more influenced 

by the displacement of the larger integrated cloud uquid water amounts in the direction 

of the bias. Partially filled FOVs with precipitating clouds would have this effect. The 

results of Kurnrnerow and Wienman (1988) using a finite cloud model which determines 

the microwave brightness temperatures for precipitating clouds indicate that polarization 

of the channels is possible due to aspherical hydrometeors. Little change is found in the 

microwave brightness temperatures for a very small FOY fraction filled with a precipitating 

cloud, but if larger amounts of the FOY are contaminated by precipitating clouds the 

brightness temperature can be polarized enough to influence the retrieval of cloud liquid 

water (see Table 5.4). (The lower brightness temperatures in Table 5.4 should b e viewed 

with caution since they were calculated at a frequency of 37 GHz and are higher than the 
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Table 5.4 

Table 5.4: Horizontal/Vertical polarized brightness temperatures at a zenith angle of 50° 
from precipitating clouds over land at 37 GHz (adapted from Kunrmerow and Wienrnan, 
1988}. 

Rain rate Fractional FOY coverage 
mm•h一1 1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 

2 281.3 / 281.5 279.5/279.9 277.3/277.8 274.8/275.5 272. 7 /273.4 
4 277.8/278.4 27 4.9 /275.6 271.2/272.0 267.1/268.2 263.9/265.1 
8 272.8/273.6 268.6/269.6 262.8/264.2 256. 7 /258.4 * 

16 266.4/267.4 260.2/261.8 * * * 

32 257.5/259.4 * * * * 

•Brightness temperatures below 255 K. 

equivalent brightness temperatures would be at 85.5 GHz (Wu and Wienrn.an, 1984). Th~ 

instnunent noise obscures what could be sub-FOV precipitating clouds in the integrated 

cloud liquid water retrievals, thus conclusions on the effect of small precipitating clouds 

within the microwave FOV are incomplete. 

The vertical distribution of the cloud liquid water can play an important role in 

the accuracy of the retrieval method. It has been shown that the microwave brightness 

temperatures are more sensitive to the higher level cloud liquid water due to their colder 

temperature. Another concern is the level at which the cloud becomes mostly ice. For 

higher clouds the method over estimates the integrated cloud liquid water since ice is 

present in the upper portions of the cloud which is modeled as liquid water which has a 

stronger attenuation. A retrieval of both ice and liquid water in the cloud is necessary to 

resolve this problem. 

5.3.4 Sum血ry of Cloud Liquid Water Retrieval Results 

The method presented shows some degree of skill in measuring integrated cloud liquid 

water amounts over land surfaces. Qualitatively, the spatial distribution of retrieved 

integrated cloud liquid water seems in good agreement with other available data sources. 

Since no conventional absolute measurements of cloud liquid water content were taken it is 

difficult to estimate the absolute accuracy of the retrieval algorithm, but nlllilerical error 
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analysis and comparisons of channels 6 and 7 show an approximate retrieval accuracy of 

0.15 kg•m丸 This compares favorably to the previous methods of Liou and Duff (1979) and 

Yeh and Liou (1983) discussed in Chapter 1. The error estimate of 0.15 kg•m-2 includes 

instrument brightness temperature noise but excludes brightness temperature biases which 

affect the absolute accuracy of the method. Effects of instrumental brightness temperature 

noise was shown to impact the statistical method of Yeh and Liou in a detrimental way 

by imposing large biases on the results. 

The sensitivity to instrument noise was shown to increase with lower cloud top pres

sure. This is a physical limitation of the microwave brightness temperature behavior over 

land surfaces. A lower region in the atmosphere exists which is lower in temperature than 

the physical temperature of the surface but is the same brightness temperature due to the 

non-unity surface emittance. The error analysis suggests that the retrieval algorithm would 

be more accurate in areas where a large surface-cloud temperature contrast exists. The 

regions of higher surface emittance are also preferred areas since a higher surface emittance 

increases the microwave radiation emitted by the surface which makes the surface-cloud 

brightness temperature contra.st larger just as a 垧如r surface skin temperature would. 

A brightness temperature bias in the 85.5 GHz channels was shown to be a probable 

cause of the bias in the retrieved integrated cloud liquid water amounts. Indications of 

sub-FOY precipitation within the microwave FOY are suggested from the comparison of 

the polarization data from a convective case and a more stratifonn case . Instrument noise 

levels were too high to determine quantitative sub-FOY precipitation effects. The vertical 

distribution of the liquid water in the cloud needs to be determined more accurately espe

dally with regards to the higher cloud levels where the brightness temperature sensitivity 

is highest. 



Chapter 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 SURFACE EMITTANCE RETRIEVAL 

6.1.1 SumillB.ry and Conclusions 

Using co-located infrared and microwave data it has been shown that surface emit

tance values can be estimated at 85.5 GHz with a relative error of 土0.005 and an absolute 

error of 士0.012 when the atmospheric effects (which are significant at higher frequencies) 

have been theoretically accormted for using a radiative transfer model. The emittance in 

the lower frequency channels, which have less atmospheric attenuation , can be retrieved 

more accurately. The microwave surface ernittances vary considerably over small spatial 

distances. Wetting of the surface by precipitation and irrigation, which exhibits a large 

influence over the depression of surface emittance values, are strongly suspected of being 

responsible for this spatial variation. 

6.1.2 Applications and Further Work 

Further work is needed to determine microwave surface effects and their effect on 

remote sensing at millimeter wavelengths over various surface types such as snow cover, 

mountainous terrain, heavy vegetation, etc. The variability of these effects and their re

lationship to the various geophysical parameters are important to the use of present and 

future microwave radiometers which have many current and potential surface sensing ap

plications. Quantification of the relation of surface soil moisture and vegetation to surface 

emittance for applications to hydrologic and mesoscale modeling is an area of current need. 

Retrieval of surface soil moisture seems to be possible if the atmospheric variables which 

also influence the microwave brightness temperature are properly handled. Retrieval of 
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surface soil moisture has implications for hydrologic and atmospheric mesoscale model

ing efforts which need reliable high density surface data to estimate surface soil moisture 

conditions and surface energy fluxes which impact the hydrologic cycle and mesoscale 

atmospheric circulations. 

High surface emittances in the 22.235 GHz channel over some areas of Nebraska sug

gest that improvements to the horizontal homogeneity assumption are necessary. This 

could be done by using multiple sonndings (radiosonde or satellite-derived) to generate 

more accurate water vapor and temperature fields to b e used in the transmittance calcula

tions. A data set from a longer time period would be better suited to a soil moisture study. 

Variations due to gradual drying of the surface or surface emittance depressions caused 

by precipitation would be more noticeable if a surface emittance climatology could be 

developed. Diurnal surface emittance variability due to wetting by morning dew and fog-, 

especially along the east coast, could further improve our 皿derstan訕1g of the physical 

mechanisms which cause surface emittance variability. A combination of infrared meth

ods which use diurnal surface skin temperature changes (Wetzel et al., 1984; Wetzel and 

Woodward, 1987) and microwave methods would create an optimal soil moisture sensing 

method. 

6.2 CLOUD LIQUID WATER RETRIEVAL 

6.2.1 Summary and Conclusions 

An integrated cloud liquid water retrieval method over land surfaces has been de

veloped and used to derive cloud liquid water !'.)Ver semi-arid conditions centered over 

northeast Colorado during the first week of August 1987. The 85.5 GHz channels on 

the SSM/I instrument used in the study have higher sensitivity to cloud liquid water in 

the atmosphere which allows for the ability to determine cloud liquid water over land 

surfaces. The magnitudes and distribution of the retrieved integrated cloud liquid water 

fields appear consistent with other available data sources. 

Integrated cloud liquid water can be retrieved within 0.15 kg•m-2 with this method 

including instnunent noise. The method is quite sensitive to biases in the brightness tern

peratures and needs an absolute calibration method to verify the actual retrieval values. 
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The error sensitivity was found to highest in low level clouds where the brightness tern

perature of the surface is approximately the same as the ambient cloud temperature thus 

any additional cloud liquid water at that level has no influence on the satellite observed 

brightness temperature. A bias in the retrieved integrated cloud liquid water from the 

horizontal and vertical polarizations was observed. A brightness temperature correction 

of 1.5 K improves the results, with the new retrieval results having a statistical variability 

which agrees with the numerically derived error estimates. Thus, some instrument bias is 

probable between the 85.5 GHz channels. Small sub-FOV precipitating clouds were also 

noted as a possible contributor to the channel bias for isolated cases, but due to the broad 

nature of the original biased results it is more likely that this effect was not the major 

source of the apparent bias. The comparison of the convective and more stratiform cloud 

cases show higher variability for the convective case, which is consistent with the effects 

that the sub-FOY nonhomogeneities would have in the convective case. 

The integrated cloud liquid water retrieval method perfonns best for conditions in 

which supercooled cloud liquid water exists. The optimum cloud temperature range is 

approximately -20°C < Tc < 5°G (for e.., ~ 0.95) with extension to warmer clouds 

possible if the microwave surface emittance is higher. There are still some unexplained 

retrieval output which requires further work and verification. 

6.2.2 Applications and Further Work 

The study of liquid water and its variability have been largely limited to areas over 

ocean surfaces. Methods such as the one developed in this study offers new opportunities 

for climatological studies over land as well. This would complete the overall view of global 

liquid water distribution. Areas of liquid water development and decay in relation to 

the continental land mass distribution would provide an element missing from current 

studies. In addition, detection of clouds likely to contain supercooled cloud liquid water 

has implications for the aviation industry with regards to aircraft icing. Forecasts of icing 

conditions could be updated periodically using results from the satellite cloud liquid water 

retrievals. Supercooled liquid water is also important in cloud precipitation processes and 
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。ffers the possibility of separating clouds which are apparently similar in the visible and 

infrared imagery into life stages. 

Developing cloud systems require much higher temporal sampling than presently 

available with polar-orbiting spacecraft. Sampling periods of less than one hour are nee

essary for study of cloud liquid water content in the life cycle of cloud systems. Coverage 

of surface emittance retrievals would also improve with multiple time period samples in

creasing the probability that clear skies are available for analysis. Geostationary platforms 

for microwave radiometers such as GOES-NEXT (Yonder Haar et al., 1986) will be key to 

continuing progress in developing understanding of mesoscale processes which have time 

scales too small to be adequately studied using polar satellite data. 

Improvements to the method's accuracy could be made by combining ground-based 

microwave radiometer systems into the retrieval process as a ground truth measurement 

which would calibrate the satellite-derived data thereby minimizing biases in the retrievals. 

Inclusion of data from the other SSM/I channels'and infrared data such 邸 the VAS sound

ing data in a multichannel retrieval algorithm similar to the method used by Olson (1986) 

to determine rainfall rates might also help alleviate problems such as the higher retrieval 

errors at low cloud height, effects of unknown cloud liquid water vertical distribution, and 

the precipitating sub-FOY clouds encountered in this study. 

This study is one step in understanding the atmospheric-hydrologic cycle for mesoscale 

volumes over land. Precipitation w邸 neglected in the present study, but work by Spencer 

et al. (1988), Simpson et al. (1988), and others show promise of high frequency microwave 

radiometers detecting if not quantifying rainfall from space-b邸ed sensors. The Tropical 

Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) with a desired launch by 1994, will open new doors 

for remote sensing of water in the atmosphere with a satellite dedicated to the require

ments of sensing rainfall from space (Theon, 1988). Extension of the surface emittance 

and cloud liquid water retrieval methods developed in this study will be possible with 

instruments onboard TRMM. Future studies utilizing radar, ground-based microwave ra

diometers, multi-channel infrared sensors and microwave instruments such as the SSM/I 

and instruments onboard TRMM should enable fur ther improvements of remote sensing 

of water in the atmosphere. 
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Appendix A 

THE LIEBE MILLIMETER-WAVE PROPAGATION MODEL (MPM) 

Them血meter-wave Propagation Model (MPM) by Dr. Hans J. Liebe at the Institute 

for Telecommunication Sciences in Boulder, Colorado, is a limited line model which uses 

an 80 line data base and is valid for a frequency range of 1 - 1000 GHz . It was originally 

described in Liebe et al. (1977) and has been revised several times since (Liebe et al., 

1978; Liebe, 1981; Allen and Liebe, 1983; Liebe, 1985). Allen and Liebe (1983) provides 

a concise overview of the model and the line parameterizations used in the model. The 

version described in Liebe (1985) is the basis for the transmittance model used in this 

paper. 

Several modifications were made to the Liebe MPM model for use in this study. 

The model was adjusted so that the vertical coordinate is pressure rather than height, 

and 40 discrete pressure levels are used in the vercical integration of the model. The 

vertical coordinate transformation, assuming hydrostatic equilibriUin, is made by using 

the hypsometric equation (Holton, 1979), 

Rd fP1 
AZ =—1: Tvd(lnp), 

g JPl 
(A.1) 

where 加＝ 287 J-kg-1-K一 1 is the gas constant for dry air, g = 9.81 m-s-2 is the global 

average of gravity at mean sea level and Tv is virtual t emperature which is used to account 

for moisture effects. The model output is in terms of attenuation, A, in units of dB, which 

is converted to transrn止tance by, 

T = exp(10l；辶）． (A.2) 

The transmittance model is designed to be easy to use. A fortran call statement with 

frequency and various meteorological profile arrays as the argument of the call is used 
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which returns an array containing the integrated transmittances, r(O,Pi), (i = 1,40), 

where Pi is one of the discrete pressure levels in the model. 

The meteorological variables used as input in the algorithm are pressure, tempera

ture, water vapor mixing ratio, and liquid water. For oxygen and water vapor absorption, 

the algorithm uses a modified Van Vleck-Weisskopf line shape developed by Rosenkranz 

(1975) which includes a lin e overlap correction parameter to fit observed measurements 

in moist air. Continuum absorption tenns are necessary to correctly explain the attenu

ation in the window regions between the absorption lines. The dry air and water vapor 

continuum absorption becomes larger with increasing frequency. An uncertainty exists in 

predicting the continuum absorption since it is derived empirically by fitting experimen

tal data (Waters, 1976). Cloud liquid water attenuation is calculated using the Rayleigh 

approximation of Mie scattering theory and is proportional to the liquid water content. 

The dielectric constant of water for the cloud water attenuation calculation is calculated 

with the Debye model as described by Chang and Wilheit (1979) . The verification of the 

MPM is within the 4 percent experimental uncertainties of the observations (Liebe and 

Ginunestad, 1978) . 

. 



Appendix B 

SSM/I SURFACE EMITTANCE IMAGERY AND HISTOGRAMS 

This appendix contains the retrieved composite surface emittances for channels 1-5 

(19.35 GHz V,H; 22.235 GHz V; 37.0 GHz V,H) in image form and in histogram form 

for the case study area and time period. The composites are of cases 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8. 

No infrared data was available for case 1. Case 5 was not included due to a bias in the 

retrieved surface temperatures since the GOES data was talcen approximately 2 hours 

later. Case 7 was completely overcast so no surface emittance retrieval was possible for 

that case. Figures B.1 through B.5 are the composite surface emittance histograms for 

SSM/I channels 1-5. Figures B.6 through B.10 are images of surface emittance for the 

case study area. The color table used represents the low surface emittance areas as dark 

and the higher surface emittance values as lighter shades of grey, where white represents a 

surface emittance of 1.0. Black colored areas are locations where cloud contamination was 

present throughout the composite time period and no surface emittance retrievals were 

possible. 
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Figure B.1: Composite surface emittance values for SSM/I channel 1 (19.35 GHz vertical . 
polarization) . 
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Figure B.3: Composite surface emittance values for SSM/1 channel 3 (22.235 GHz vertical 
polarization). 
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Figure B.6: Composite surface emittance imagery for SSM/1 channel 1 (19.35 GHz vertical 
polarization). 
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Figure B.7: Composite surface emittance imagery for SSM/1 channel 2 (19.35 GHz hori
zontal polarization). 
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Figure B.8: Composite surface emittance imagery for SSM/I channel 3 (22.235 GHz ver
tical polarization). 
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Fi~e B.9: Composite surface emittance imagery for SSM/I channel 4 (37.0 GHz vertical 
polarization). 
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Figure B.10: Composite surface emittance imagery for SSM/I channel 5 (37.0 GHz hori
zontal polarization). 



Appendix C 

COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED CLOUD LIQUID WATER 

RETRIEVALS FROM CHANNEL 6 AND CHANNEL 7 FOR CASE 7 

This appendix contains the scatter plots of the integrated cloud liquid water retrieval 

cliannel comparisons for case 7 (7 August 1245 UTC). Case 7 had more stratiform-like 

cloudiness whicli resulted in a slightly smaller cloud liquid water variability. This may be 

due to the physical aspects of the clouds or to the validity of the assumption of homoge0 

neous cloud conditions within the microwave FOY. The original integrated cloud liquid 

water retrieval comparisons for three different height intervals are shown in Figures C.1 

through C.3. Retrieval results with a 1.5 K brightness temperature correction applied to 

the vertical and horizontal polarizations at 85.5 GHz are shown in Figures C.4 through C.6. 
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Figure C.1: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 and 7 
for case 7 (Ptop <瓦ot)•
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Figure C.2: comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 and 7 
for case 7 (Ptop < 500 hPa). 
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Figure C.3: comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals from channels 6 and 7 

for case 7 (500 hP a < Ptop <.Pbot)• 
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Figure C.4: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals using channels 6 and 7 
with bias correction for case 7(ptop<.Pbot) . 
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Figure C.5: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals using channels 6 and 7 
with bias correction for case 7(ptop < 500 hPa). 
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Figure C.6: Comparison of integrated cloud liquid water retrievals using channels 6 and 7 
with bias correction for case 7 (500 hPa < Ptop <瓦ot)•
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